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Abstract. We establish uniqueness of vanishing radially decreasing entire solutions, which
we call ground states, to some semilinear fractional elliptic equations. In particular, we treat
the fractional plasma equation and the supercritical power nonlinearity. As an application,
we deduce uniqueness of radial steady states for nonlocal aggregation-diffusion equations of
Keller-Segel type, even in the regime that is dominated by aggregation.

1. Introduction

We study positive entire ground states to the fractional semilinear equation

(1.1) (−∆)su = a(u− C)p+ in RN ,

where the parameters are in the range

0 < s < 1, p ≥ 1, C ≥ 0, a > 0.

Here (−∆)s is the fractional Laplace operator on RN (s < 1/2 if N = 1). Moreover x+ := 0∨x
denotes the maximum of 0 and x. By a ground state we mean a bounded positive solution u
to (1.1) which is radially decreasing and decays at infinity, i.e., u(x)→ 0 for |x| → ∞.

In the subcritical case p < (N + 2s)/(N − 2s) with C > 0, the free boundary problem (1.1)
is the so called fractional plasma equation, and it is the object of our first main result.

Theorem 1.1. Let 1 ≤ p < (N + 2s)/(N − 2s) and C > 0. There exists a unique ground
state for equation (1.1).

In our second main theorem, we investigate ground states in the critical and supercritical
regime p ≥ (N + 2s)/(N − 2s) to equation (1.1), with the choice C = 0. A nontrivial solution
exists only for this special case, as we will show that there are no ground states if C > 0 and
p ≥ (N + 2s)/(N − 2s).

Theorem 1.2. Let p ≥ (N + 2s)/(N − 2s). Let C = 0 and b > 0. There exists a unique
ground state u for equation (1.1) such that u(0) = b.

In the above results, ground state solutions are interpreted in the distributional sense.
However, these solutions turn out to be continuous (hence smooth) and the equation is also
satisfied pointwise everywhere in RN . Moreover, in the subcritical case covered by Theorem
1.1, the solution is also a weak energy solution, i.e., it belongs to the natural energy space
Ḣs(RN ), which is a fractional homogeneous Sobolev space. Precise definitions are addressed
in Section 2.

The construction of ground state solutions (by means of critical point theory) for more
general subcritical nonlinearities than (1.1) is found in [31]. On the other hand, existence of
ground states for the equation (−∆)su = up with p ≥ (N + 2s)/(N − 2s) is shown in [20,
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Section 6] and [3] along with a precise decay rate (the case s = 1 is contained in [37, Theorem
9.1]). Therefore, our main contribution here is the proof of uniqueness.

We also remark that Theorem 1.1 holds true for 0 < p < 1 as well, as a consequence of
the results proved in [14], [17] and [23] in the equivalent context of Euler-Lagrange equations
associated to aggregation-diffusion free energies that we shall describe in detail through the
paper. However, the methods in the proof of Theorem 1.1 cannot be applied in case 0 < p < 1
since they strongly rely on convexity.

The plasma problem. In the local setting (i.e., s = 1), the subcritical regime corresponds
to 1 ≤ p < (N + 2)/(N − 2) for N ≥ 3 (p ≥ 1 for N = 2). In this framework, equation (1.1)
with C > 0, posed in a bounded domain Ω with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
is the so-called plasma problem. This particular free boundary problem was introduced in [43]
and [44]. The two-dimensional case was solved in [5] and the case p = 1 in [11], while the
higher dimensional case was studied in detail in [27]. The two-dimensional problem has an
interpretation in plasma physics, because in this context the domain Ω represents the cross
section of a Tokamak machine, a toroidal shell containing a plasma ring surrounded by vacuum.
The equations from the magnetohydrodynamics plus further equations modeling the physical
properties of the plasma lead to the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for the equation

(1.2) − ε2∆u = (u− C)p+,
with a small parameter ε. This equation is equivalent to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem

−∆u = λ(u− C)p+
where the region inhabited by the plasma is exactly the set {x ∈ Ω | u(x) > C}, with u mod-
eling the flux function. For such model in the form (1.2), the existence of a unique radial
ground state is shown to be essential for the characterization of the critical points of least
energy solutions uε (see [27]).

In the nonlocal setting s ∈ (0, 1), the Dirichlet problem{
Asu = λ(u− C)p+ inΩ,

u = 0 on ∂Ω

with the spectral fractional Laplacian As was firstly investigated in [1] for p = 1. In particular
the author in [1] studies existence and regularity of solutions, and the nonlocal counterpart
of the geometry of the free boundary ∂ {u = C}, which was previously obtained in [33]. Re-
cently, in [15] some interesting existence results are established by critical point theory for the
eigenvalue problem related to a general nonlocal operator LK with a singular kernel K (note
that LK = (−∆)s for the choice K(x) = |x|−N−2s), i.e. the problem{

LKu = λ(u− C)p+ inΩ,

u = 0 onRN \ Ω.

Then, a motivation for the study of radial ground states for equation (1.1) would rely on the
geometric characterization of least energy solutions to the equation

ε2s(−∆)su = (u− C)p+.
Going back to the local setting s = 1, a construction of the unique entire ground state for

−∆u = (u− C)p+ in RN ,

with 1 < p < (N+2)/(N−2), N ≥ 3, is contained in the paper by Flucher and Wei [27, Lemma
5]. Indeed, if we put for instance C = 1, the construction of [27] is based on the radiality of
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the solution together with a simple scaling ODE argument, which gives the following direct
representation

u(r) =

1 +R
2

1−p v( rR) r < R,(
r
R

)2−N
r > R.

Here, R is the radius of the ball BR = {u > 1}, which is the (unknown) free boundary of the
problem, and v the unique positive solution in the unit ball B1 to the subcritical Dirichlet
problem

(1.3)

−∆v = vp in B1,

v = 0 on ∂B1.

The regularity of the solution u up to the boundary provides also an explicit representation
of the radius, i.e., R = (|v′(1)|/(N − 2))(p−1)/2, which is independent on the solution u itself.
Notice that since v is radial, the equation in (1.3) becomes an ODE, and the smoothness of
v up to the boundary (see for instance [30, Theorem 8.29, Theorem 6.19]) forces one to have
the condition

v′′(1)

|v′(1)|
= N − 1,

which yields in particular that u ∈ C2 (actually, at least u ∈ C2,α for all α < 1, by elliptic
regularity).

We also mention that, for the case 0 < p < 1, the existence-uniqueness result for such a
problem is contained in [8, Theorem 1]; moreover, this solution is radial due to the rotational
invariance of the operator. The particular case p = 1 is more explicit, since, imposing the
continuity of the radial derivative we have that u has the following expression

u(r) =


(

1 + RN/2(N−2)
JN/2(R) r−(N−2)/2 J(N−2)/2(r)

)
r < R,( r

R

)2−N
r > R

where R = z0 is the first zero of the Bessel function of the first kind J(N−2)/2.

In the nonlocal setting s ∈ (0, 1) this kind of local ODE approach is no longer available,
so any attempt to achieve an explicit representation of the ground states is out of sight. In-
stead, the techniques that we shall use in the proofs of the uniqueness result in Theorem
1.1 (and also Theorem 1.2) rely on the applications of a monotonicity formula developed for
the fractional Schrödinger equation by Frank, Lenzmann and Silvestre in [28, Theorem 2.1],
inspired by the work of Cabré and Sire [9]. In particular, we will work with the equation
satisfied by the difference of two solutions u1, u2, written in terms of a potential term of the
form V(r) :=

(u1)p+−(u2)p+
u1−u2 . Surprisingly enough, the monotonicity argument still works here

since the potential can be shown to be decreasing even though we do not know the location
of the free boundaries R1, R2. In addition, the scaling properties of (1.1) will be essential to
uniquely identify the central density of the solutions and get the final uniqueness result.

Steady states of aggregation-diffusion equations. An application of our main results,
that we extensively develop through the paper (see Section 5), concerns the analysis of steady
states for the following fractional aggregation-diffusion equation

(1.4) ∂tρ = ∆ρm − χ∇ ·
(
ρ∇(−∆)−sρ

)
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for a density ρ(t, x) defined on R+ × RN . Here, χ > 0 is a constant, m > 1 is the diffusion
parameter, and (−∆)−sρ is the Riesz potential of ρ, namely the convolution of ρ with the
Riesz kernel cN,s|x|2s−N , where the normalization constant cN,s is given by

cN,s =
Γ
(
N
2 − s

)
πN/24sΓ(s)

.

It is shown in [17] that in the diffusion-dominated regime, namely m > mc := 2 − 2s
N , steady

states for the dynamics (1.4) are characterized as nonnegative radially decreasing solutions to
the Euler-Lagrange equation

(1.5) ρ =
(
m−1
m

) 1
m−1

(
χ(−∆)−sρ−K

) 1
m−1
+ ,

where K is a positive constant (playing the role of a Lagrange multiplier). Then, the Riesz
potential of a solution ρ to the above equation, namely u := (−∆)−sρ, formally satisfies
equation (1.1) with p = 1

m−1 , a = ((m − 1)χ/m)1/(m−1) and C = K/χ. The application
of our result will be therefore a proof of the uniqueness of radial steady states of equation
(1.4). We stress that the diffusion-dominated regime is found in the subcritical range as it
corresponds to p < pc := N/(N − 2s), see Figure 1. On the other hand, we may treat the case
p ≥ N/(N − 2s) as well, thus obtaining a characterization of the radial stationary states even
in the so-called aggregation-dominated regime.

2COMMENTS TO THE REVISION: UNIQUENESS OF ENTIRE GROUND STATES FOR THE FRACTIONAL PLASMA PROBLEM

1
N

N−2s
N+2s
N−2s

2N
N+2s

mc

2

p

m

m = 1 + 1
p

m = 1

Figure 1. Sub and supercritical regimes in terms of m and p

In the case m > mc, our results about stationary states complement the ones in [17],
where their regularity properties are established in detail. In this regime, uniqueness (up to
translations) of radial stationary states with given mass M :=

∫
RN ρ > 0 can be deduced by

the result in [14], see also [23] for analogous results in the range m ≥ 2. In this regard, in
Section 5 we give an alternative proof of the uniqueness of the stationary states in the range
m ∈ (mc, 2], by applying Theorem 1.1.
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We stress that in the diffusion-dominated regime, stationary states turn out to be minimizers
of the free energy functional associated to the dynamics, i.e.,

(1.6) F [ρ] =
1

m− 1

∫
RN

ρm(x) dx− χ

2

∫
RN

∫
RN

cN,s|x− y|2s−Nρ(x)ρ(y) dx dy,

among densities ρ ∈ Lm+ (RN ) with prescribed mass M > 0. In Section 6, we shall further
investigate the behavior of stationary states as a function of the mass M . Indeed, we shall
remark that two stationary states of different masses are rescalings of one another, and the
value of the Lagrange multiplier K in the equation (1.5) is uniquely determined by the mass.
In fact, M and K are related by a bijection of (0,+∞) onto itself, so that the set of stationary
states is a one-parameter family, where the parameter can be chosen to be either M or K.
In the local setting s = 1, the classical results by Lieb and Yau [35] provide a complete de-
scription of the properties of the family of minimizers, by investigating the relations between
the mass and other relevant quantities such as the central density ρ(0) or the radius R of the
support. Our results in Section 6 provide the same information in the fractional case, along
with a precise scaling exponent ` = `(m, s,N) := (m−2)N+2sm

(m−2)N+2s of the minimal value of F as a
function ofM within the family of minimizers; see Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.3. These results
are only based on the uniqueness of minimizers of given mass and they extend therefore to
the regime m > 2 (i.e., 0 < p < 1), where uniqueness is given by [14, 23], even if our main
uniqueness theorem does not apply for such values of m.

In the case m = mc i.e. the so-called fair competition regime, there is a degeneracy in
the behavior of the mass M in the family of stationary states, which can be seen from the
degeneracy of the above exponent `. In this regime there exists indeed a critical massMc such
that all stationary states have mass Mc. In this case, our uniqueness result from Theorem
1.1 can be used to conclude that stationary states still form a one-parameter family. As a
parameter one may take the Lagrange multiplier K ∈ (0,+∞). The value Mc is related to the
optimal constant in a suitable version of the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality as proved
in [12]. In fact, Mc turns out to be the only value of the mass for which functional F has
minimizers (in this case a one-parameter family of minimizers). We also refer to [12, 13] for a
detailed analysis of the fair competition regime.

Eventually, our uniqueness results can be applied in the aggregation-dominated regime
m ∈ (1,mc) to yield a novel characterization of stationary states, as we shall detail in Section
5. There are three subcases where different behaviors occur. If m ∈ ( 2N

N+2s ,mc), solutions to
(1.5) with finite mass and positive Lagrange multiplies do exist, thus providing a natural notion
of stationary state even if in this case there are no minimizers of the functional F anymore.
Again, there is a one-parameter family of stationary states, parameterized by the mass. In
case m ∈ (1, 2N

N+2s ], we will show that no radially decreasing solutions to equation (1.5) exist if
K > 0. In this setting, we must have K = 0 and stationary states are not compactly supported
anymore. Instead they are smooth functions, slowly decaying at infinity (with a precise decay
rate) for m ∈ (1, 2N

N+2s). The value m = 2N
N+2s corresponds the the critical exponent p = N+2s

N−2s

in (1.1). The result by Chen, Li and Ou [21] provides a complete, explicit description of the
one-parameter family of stationary states in this case. In case m ∈ (1, 2N

N+2s), thanks to our
uniqueness result from Theorem 1.2 we obtain once again a one-parameter family of stationary
states. However, these steady states have infinite mass and the family can be parameterized
by the value of central density ρ(0).

We also address the reader to the paper of Bian and Liu [7], where an analogous full in-
vestigation of stationary states in the different regimes is provided for the local case s = 1.
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The different thresholds are found by formally putting s = 1 in our setting: radial stationary
states are compactly supported for m > 2N

N+2 , while they are supported on the whole of RN if
m ≤ 2N

N+2 , and they are explicit for m = 2N
N+2 .

Numerical approximation of the fractional plasma equation. In Section 7, a numerical
method is proposed for (1.1) with C > 0 and p < (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), also covering the case
0 < p < 1, by taking advantage of the fact that ρ = (−∆)su is supported on a ball and can
hence be expanded using appropriate Jacobi polynomials in the radial variable. These special
types of Jacobi polynomials are chosen because the Riesz potential u = (−∆)−sρ can be easily
evaluated, by extending some explicit relations from [24]. As a result, the main equation (1.1)
is reduced to a system of algebraic equations for the expansion coefficients, subsequently solved
by a fixed point iteration for p < 1 or standard Newton’s method for nonlinear equations for
general p. The solutions as either s or p varies are illustrated in different figures, showing
the dependence of their behaviors on these two parameters. Besides providing quantitative
examples to further explore analytical properties of the solutions to (1.1), this method can
also be used to approximate radial steady states of the aggregation-diffusion equation (1.4).
These steady solutions are usually obtained by finding the numerical steady states at large
time, with algorithms for instance as the one in [18], based on the gradient flow structure of
the evolution equation and on special techniques to preserve the nonnegativity of the solution.
The method proposed in this paper employs more efficient iterative solver, while avoiding
complicated calculations of functions in the radial variable.

Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we give some basic definitions concerning the
essential functional framework. Furthermore, several existence results and regularity properties
of solutions will be introduced. Section 3 and Section 4 are entirely devoted to the proofs of
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, respectively. In Section 5 we provide our main applications of
the above-cited results, that is the uniqueness properties of the steady states to the Keller-
Segel evolution equation (1.4). Section 6 provides further investigation of steady states of
(1.4), in the diffusion dominated regime, by focusing on their scaling properties with respect
to the mass of the density ρ. Section 7 exploits certain numerical aspects of the ground states
for (1.1) in the subcritical case, and an algorithm is proposed for a numerical solution.

2. Preliminaries: functional background and regularity properties of
solutions

2.1. The fractional Laplacian and the extension problem. Let s ∈ (0, 1), with s < 1/2
if N = 1. The fractional Laplacian (−∆)s on RN is defined by means of Fourier transform as

̂(−∆)su(ξ) = |ξ|2sû(ξ).

For smooth enough u (see [42, Proposition 2.4]), it can be calculated pointwise as the singular
integral

(2.1) (−∆)su(x) = CN,sP.V.

∫
RN

u(x)− u(y)

|x− y|N+2s
dy,

where CN,s is an explicit normalization constant, given by

C−1
N,s =

∫
RN

1− cos(y1)

|y|N+2s
dy.
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The fractional Gagliardo seminorm is defined

[u]Ḣs(RN ) =

(
CN,s

2

∫
RN

∫
RN

|u(x)− u(y)|2

|x− y|N+2s
dxdy

)1/2

,

and the homogeneous Sobolev space Ḣs(RN ) is the completion of C∞c (RN ) with respect to
[·]Ḣs(RN ). Actually (see Chapter 15 in [36] and the references therein),

Ḣs(RN ) =
{
u ∈ L2∗s (RN ) : [u]Ḣs(RN ) <∞

}
,

where we have defined, as customary,

2∗s :=
2N

N − 2s
.

For u = u(x), we consider the s-harmonic (or Poisson) extension U = U(x, y) on the upper-
half space RN+1

+ = {(x, y) : x ∈ RN , y > 0}, which the solution of the Dirichlet problem

(2.2)

{
∆xU + 1−2s

y ∂yU + ∂yyU = 0, in RN+1
+ ,

U(x, 0) = u(x), x ∈ RN .

Such U is given by the explicit formula

(2.3) U(x, y) = c

∫
RN

y2s

(|x− ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

u(ζ) dζ,

where

c =

(∫
RN

dζ

(|ζ|2 + 1)
N+2s

2

)−1

is an explicit normalization constant. In addition, it is well known ([10]) that

(−∆)su = −ds lim
y→0

y1−2s∂yU =: DsU.

Here we have defined the constant

ds :=
22s−1Γ(s)

Γ(1− s)
.

We further introduce the homogeneous weighted Sobolev space Ḣ1(RN+1
+ , y1−2s), which is

defined as the completion of C∞c (RN+1) with respect to the norm

‖U‖Ḣ1(RN+1
+ ,y1−2s) =

∫
RN+1
+

y1−2s|∇x,yU |2 dx dy.

2.2. Several definitions of weak solutions. We always assume a > 0, p ≥ 1 and C ≥ 0.
We introduce two notions of weak solutions for problem (1.1). We first define weak energy
solutions according to the following:

Definition 2.1 (Weak energy solution). Let p ≥ 1. We say that a function u ∈ Ḣs(RN ) ∩
L∞(RN ) is a weak energy solution to (1.1) if

(2.4)
CN,s

2

∫
R2N

(u(x)− u(y))(φ(x)− φ(y))

|x− y|N+2s
dx dy =

∫
RN

a(u− C)p+ φdx ∀φ ∈ C∞c (RN ).

Moreover, we say that U is a weak energy solution to (2.2) with the Neumann boundary
condition

DsU = a(U(x, 0)− C)p+
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if U ∈ Ḣ1(RN+1
+ , y1−2s), U(x, 0) ∈ L∞(RN ) and∫

RN+1
+

y1−2s∇U · ∇Φ dxdy =

∫
RN

Φ(·, 0)a(U(x, 0)− C)p+ dx

for every Φ smooth test function compactly supported in RN+1
+ .

Remark 2.2. From the previous definition, it follows that if U is a weak energy solution
to the extension problem (2.2), then its trace u(x) := U(x, 0) is a weak energy solution to
(1.1). Moreover, we notice that in the case p < (N + 2s)/(N − 2s) and C > 0, we have
(u− C)p+ ∈ L1(RN ).

Now we introduce the more general notion of distributional solution. The importance of
Definition 2.3 and Proposition 2.5 on distributional solutions will come up especially when
considering the supercritical regime p > (N + 2s)/(N − 2s). Indeed, we will see below in
Proposition 4.5 that there are distributional solutions that do not belong to the energy space
Ḣs(RN ). Let us first introduce the weighted space

L1
s(RN ) =

{
u ∈ L1

loc(RN ) :

∫
RN

|u(x)|
(1 + |x|2)

N+2s
2

dx <∞

}
.

Definition 2.3 (Distributional solution). We say that u ∈ L∞(RN ) is a distributional solution
to (1.1) if u ∈ L1

s(RN ) and

(2.5)
∫
RN

u(−∆)sφdx =

∫
RN

a(u− C)p+φdx for all φ ∈ C∞c (RN ).

Notice that the previous definition makes sense because of the assumption u ∈ L1
s(RN ),

since for φ ∈ C∞c (RN ), we have (−∆)sφ ∈ Ss, where

Ss := {f ∈ C∞(Rn) : (1 + | · |N+2s)Dβf(·) ∈ L∞(RN ) ∀β ∈ Nn0}.
Here Nn0 := {0, 1, . . . }n is the ordered n-tuples of non-negative integers.

The following result simply states that the definition of weak energy solution is stronger
than the distributional one.

Proposition 2.4. Let p ≥ 1. Let u ∈ Ḣs(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ) be a weak energy solution to (1.1).
Then it is also a distributional solution.

Proof. Since u belongs to the homogeneous space Ḣs(RN ), then u ∈ L1
s(RN ), by Hardy-

Littlewood-Sobolev inequality. Since u is a weak energy solution according to Definition 2.1,
we have
CN,s

2

∫
R2N

(u(x)− u(y))(φ(x)− φ(y))

|x− y|N+2s
dx dy =

∫
RN

a(u− C)p+φdx for all φ ∈ C∞c (RN ),

where the left hand side is the scalar product in Ḣs(RN ), yielding∫
RN

a(u− C)p+φdx = 〈u, φ〉Ḣs(RN ) = 〈(−∆)s/2u, (−∆)s/2φ〉L2(RN ) = 〈u, (−∆)sφ〉,

where 〈·, ·〉 in the right hand side denotes the duality between Ḣs(RN ) and Ḣ−s(RN ). Since
u ∈ L1

s(RN ) and (−∆)sφ ∈ Ss, we have u(−∆)sφ ∈ L1(RN ) and 〈u, (−∆)sφ〉 =
∫
Rn u(−∆)sφ.

Thus, u satisfies (2.5). �

One may give a third notion of weak solutions by means of the integral equation

(2.6) u(x) =

∫
RN

1

|x− y|N−2s
a(u(y)− C)p+ dy.
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This involves defining the Riesz potential of the right hand side. While this is trivial if the
right hand side is compactly supported, justifications are needed if C = 0 and u is positive
everywhere and vanishing at infinity. For a distributional solution u to (1.1) we shall see that u
is the Riesz potential of a(u−C)p+ in the sense of distributions and also pointwise everywhere.
Let us start with the first fact.

Proposition 2.5. Let u be a positive distributional solution to (1.1) satisfying u(x) → 0 for
|x| → ∞. Then ∫

RN

(u− C)p+
1 + |x|N−2s

dx < +∞

and ∫
RN

uϕdx =

∫
RN

a(u− C)p+ (−∆)−sϕdx for all ϕ ∈ C∞c (RN ),

where (−∆)−sϕ is the Riesz potential of ϕ.

Proof. We only need to consider the case when the right hand side is not compactly supported,
which happens for C = 0 only. Thus assume that u is a positive distributional solution to

(−∆)su = aup in RN .

Lemma 5.4 in [4] immediately yields that

up ∈ L1
−s(RN ) :=

{
u ∈ L1

loc(RN ) :

∫
RN

|u(x)|
(1 + |x|2)

N−2s
2

dx <∞

}
.

Now we can extend the validity of (2.5) to test functions φ of the form φ = (−∆)−sϕ with
ϕ ∈ C∞c (RN ). Indeed, since we have upφ ∈ L1(RN ), we can pass to the limit by approximating
φ uniformly on RN with a sequence of smooth compactly supported functions φn. These are
defined by taking an approximating sequence φn(x) = ηn(x)φ(x), where ηn(x) = η(x/n) and
η is a smooth function such that η(x) = 1 if |x| ≤ 1 and η(x) = 0 if |x| ≥ 2. �

Remark 2.6. In the critical case p = (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), the fact that the integral equation

u(x) =

∫
RN

1

|x− y|N−2s
u(y)p dy

is equivalent to the original PDE
(−∆)su = up

was shown in [21].

We finally recall the notion of ground state.

Definition 2.7 (Ground state). We say that a distributional solution u ∈ L∞(RN ) to (1.1) is
a ground state for equation (1.1) if it is positive, radially decreasing and vanishing at infinity.

2.3. The subcritical case. Now we provide some considerations concerning the existence of
ground states in the subcritical case, that is, 1 ≤ p < (N + 2s)/(N − 2s). We first observe
that, in this range, the existence of a nontrivial solution u for equation (1.1) forces C > 0.
Indeed, if C = 0, by a Liouville type result contained in [20] we have that u ≡ 0 is the only
solution to the integral equation (2.6) corresponding to (−∆)su = aup. Then in the subcritical
range we will always assume C > 0. We start with the following existence result:

Proposition 2.8. Let p ∈ (1, (N + 2s)/(N − 2s)). Let C > 0. Then there is at least one weak
energy solution to equation (1.1) that is a ground state.
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Proof. The existence of a weak energy radially decreasing solution to (1.1) could be established
by a variation of [31, Theorem 1.3] as it can be reached by proving the existence of radial critical
points to the energy functional

I(u) := [u]2
Ḣs(RN )

−
∫
RN

F (u) dx,

where

F (t) :=

∫ t

0
f(τ) dτ =

1

p+ 1
(t− C)p+1

+

is a primitive of f(t) := (t− C)p+. The results in [31] are given for N ≥ 2. Here we provide an
alternative variational proof of existence that is well-suited to any dimension N ≥ 1 (recalling
that s < 1/2 if N = 1). Consider the functionals

Gj(u) := [u]2
Ḣs(RN )

+ j

(∫
RN

F (u) dx− 1

)2

, j ∈ N,

defined on Ḣs(RN ). Notice that the continuous embedding of Ḣs(RN ) into L2∗s (RN ) yields
F ◦u ∈ L1(RN ) for every u ∈ Ḣs(RN ), since we are in the regime p+1 < 2∗s. For each j ∈ N, we
claim that Gj has a minimizer over Ḣs(RN ) which is a radially decreasing function vanishing
at infinity. Indeed, fix j ∈ N and let (uk)k∈N ⊂ Ḣs(RN ) be a minimizing sequence for Gj . Such
a sequence is bounded in Ḣs(RN ), since [uk]

2
Ḣs(RN )

≤ Gj(uk) ≤ 1 + Gj(w) = 1 + [w]2
Ḣs(RN )

for any k ∈ N large enough as soon as w ∈ Ḣs(RN ) is such that
∫
RN F (w) dx = 1. By

taking the Schwarz spherical rearrangement, we can assume w.l.o.g. that each uk is radially
decreasing nonnegative and vanishing at infinity, see for instance [32, Theorem 1.1.1]. By
the continuous embedding of Ḣs(RN ) into L2∗s (RN ), we get the boundedness of the sequence
(uk)k∈N in L2∗s (RN ), so that the measure of the set {uk > C} is uniformly bounded with
respect to k, and since this set is a ball centered at the origin, there exists r > 0 such that the
support of (uk − C)+ is contained in Br for any k ∈ N. The compactness of the embedding
Ḣs(RN ) ↪→ L

2∗s
loc(R

N ) shows that up to subsequences uk ⇀ u weakly in Ḣs(RN ) and uk → u

strongly in L2∗s (Br). Since we have p + 1 < 2∗s in the subcritical regime, F (t) grows slower
than |t|2∗s at infinity, and then we deduce

(2.7) lim
k→+∞

∫
RN

F (uk) dx = lim
k→+∞

∫
Br

F (uk) dx =

∫
Br

F (u) dx =

∫
RN

F (u) dx,

see for instance the convergence result in [6, Theorem A.I]. Along with the weak lower semicon-
tinuity of the Ḣs(RN ) norm, this shows that u is a minimizer of Gj . Moreover, u is nonnegative
and radially decreasing, thus the claim is proved.

For every j ∈ N, let uj be a minimizer of Gj , provided by the latter claim. Let w as
above. By minimality we have the estimate [uj ]

2
Ḣs(RN )

≤ Gj(uj) ≤ Gj(w) = [w]2
Ḣs(RN )

, which
shows that the sequence (Gj(uj))j∈N is bounded and that the sequence of radially decreasing
functions (uj)j∈N is bounded in Ḣs(RN ). Therefore, by subcriticality (i.e., p + 1 < 2∗s) [6,
Theorem A.I] implies again that up to subsequences f(uj) → f(u) and f(uj)uj → f(u)u in
L1
loc(RN ), thus the same arguments used to prove (2.7) yield

(2.8) lim
j→+∞

∫
RN

F (uj) dx =

∫
RN

F (u) dx,

(2.9) lim
j→+∞

∫
RN

f(uj)φdx =

∫
RN

f(u)φdx ∀φ ∈ C∞c (RN )
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and

(2.10) lim
j→+∞

∫
RN

f(uj)uj dx =

∫
RN

f(u)u dx.

We may also check that the limit in (2.10) is strictly positive: assuming by contradiction that
it is zero, we get

lim sup
j→+∞

∫
RN

F (uj) dx =
1

p+ 1
lim sup
j→+∞

∫
RN

(uj − C)p+(uj − C)+ dx

≤ 1

p+ 1
lim sup
j→+∞

∫
RN

f(uj)uj dx = 0,

therefore

(2.11) lim
j→+∞

(∫
RN

F (uj) dx− 1

)2

= 1,

which contradicts the boundedness of the sequence (Gj(uj))j∈N. Now, a first variation argu-
ment readily entails that

(2.12) 〈uj , φ〉Ḣs(RN ) + j

(∫
RN

F (uj) dx− 1

)∫
RN

f(uj)φdx = 0 ∀φ ∈ C∞c (RN )

and a density argument using subcriticality shows that the above equality holds for every
φ ∈ Ḣs(RN ). Indeed, let φ ∈ Ḣs(RN ) and let (φk)k∈N ⊂ C∞c (RN ) strongly converge to φ in
Ḣs(RN ), hence strongly in L

2∗s
loc(R

N ). Since f(uj) ∈ L2∗s/p(RN ) is compactly supported and
p < (N + 2s)/(N − 2s) = 2∗s/(2

∗
s)
′, where (2∗s)

′ = 2N/(N + 2s) is the Hölder conjugate of 2∗s,
we deduce that f(uj)φ ∈ L1(RN ) and that

lim
k→+∞

∫
RN

f(uj)φk dx =

∫
RN

f(uj)φdx.

Testing (2.12) with uj yields

[uj ]
2
Ḣs(RN )

+ j

(∫
RN

F (uj) dx− 1

)∫
RN

f(uj)uj = 0 ∀j ∈ N.

Let θj := j
(∫

RN F (uj) dx− 1
)
. The above relation, thanks to the fact that the limit in (2.10)

is positive and to the boundedness in Ḣs(RN ) of the sequence (uj)j∈N, shows that (θj)j∈N is
a bounded sequence of nonpositive numbers. Up to extraction of a further subsequence, it
converges to some θ ≤ 0, therefore by passing to the limit in (2.12), thanks to (2.9), we get

〈u, φ〉Ḣs(RN ) + θ

∫
RN

f(u)φdx = 0 ∀φ ∈ C∞c (RN ),

which again extends by density to every test function in Ḣs(RN ). This shows that u satisfies
(2.4) with a = −θ. We check that θ 6= 0. Indeed, if θ = 0 we obtain (−∆)su = 0 in RN , and
since u ≥ 0 we deduce u ≡ 0 by Liouville theorem (see e.g. [25, Theorem 1.1]). But then the
limit is zero in (2.8), thus (2.11) holds, again contradicting the boundedness of the sequence
(Gj(uj))j∈N. A solution to (2.4) with an arbitrary a > 0 is given by the rescaled function
v(x) = u(λx) with λ = (−a/θ)

1
2s .

In order to obtain a solution in the sense of Definition 2.1, we are left to prove the bound-
edness of u. Up to rescaling, we can assume w.l.o.g. that u solves (2.4) with a = 1. By the
condition p < (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), it follows that f(u) ∈ Lq(RN ) for q = 2N/(N + 2s). Thus
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[25, Corollary 1.4] implies that u = (−∆)−s(f(u)). Since u ∈ L2∗s , we have that f(u) ∈ Lq0 ,
where q0 = 2∗s/p > 1. Then, by the same argument, u = (−∆)−s(f(u)) ∈ Lq1 , where

q1 :=
Nq0

N − 2sq0
=

2N

p(N − 2s)− 4s
> 2∗s.

Bootstrapping, after a finite number of steps we have that f(u) ∈ Lq, for some q > N/2s.
Now, since f(u) is supported in a ball BR := {u > C} we find

u(x) = cN,s

∫
RN

f(u(|x̃|))
|x− x̃|N−2s

dx̃ =

∫
BR

f(u(|x̃|))
|x− x̃|N−2s

dx̃,

thus the radial monotonicity of u and Hölder inequality yields

‖u‖L∞ = u(0) = cN,s

∫
BR

f(u(|x̃|))
|x̃|N−2s

dx̃ ≤ ‖f(u)‖q

∫
BR

dx̃

|x̃|
q(N−2s)
q−1

dx̃

(q−1)/q

,

where the integral at the right hand side is finite since q > N/2s. �

Remark 2.9. By a maximum principle argument, we have that any weak energy solution u to
(1.1) is nonnegative (see, for instance, Section 4 in [38]). Moreover, it is possible to apply [26,
Theorem 1.2], based on moving plane arguments, to show that u is always radially decreasing.

Remark 2.10. An alternative proof for Proposition 2.8 can be given, at least for 1 ≤ p <
N

N−2s , by establishing existence of minimizers ρ for functional (1.6) with m = 1 + 1
p , see

Remark 5.8 later on. Indeed, such minimizers satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation (1.5),
which is equivalent to (1.1) for some constant C1 with u = (−∆)−sρ as discussed in Section 5.
Then using the scaling property of (1.1) allows to find a solution to the same equation for a
given constant C.

Let us consider now the regularity of ground states for (1.1). We use the convention Cα =

Cbαc,α−bαc for Hölder spaces, where α > 0 and bαc := max{z ∈ Z : z < α}. We recall first the
interior a priori estimates of Ros-Oton and Serra [39].

Proposition 2.11 ([39]). If u ∈ C∞(RN ) solves

(−∆)su = h in B1

then, for any β ∈ (0, 2s), there is a positive constant C depending on n, s and β such that

(2.13) ‖u‖Cβ(B1/2) ≤ C
(
‖u‖L∞(RN ) + ‖h‖L∞(B1)

)
,

and

(2.14) ‖u‖Cβ(B1/2) ≤ C
(
‖u‖L∞(B1) + ‖h‖L∞(B1) + ‖u‖L1

s(RN )

)
,

Moreover, given β > 0, if neither β nor β + 2s is an integer, then

(2.15) ‖u‖Cβ+2s(B1/2) ≤ C
(
‖u‖Cβ(RN ) + ‖h‖Cβ(B1)

)
,

and
‖u‖Cβ+2s(B1/2) ≤ C

(
‖u‖Cβ(B1) + ‖h‖Cβ(B1) + ‖u‖L1

s(RN )

)
.

Proposition 2.12. Let u be a ground state for (1.1), with p ∈ [1, (N + 2s)/(N − 2s)) and
C > 0. If p + 2s /∈ N, then u ∈ Cp+2s(RN ). Else if p + 2s ∈ N, then u ∈ Cp+2s−ε(RN ) for
any small ε > 0. Moreover, u is C∞ in the set {u > C}. In particular, (−∆)su is pointwise
well-defined as a singular integral by means of (2.1).
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Proof. Weak energy solutions to (1.1), are shown to be Lipschitz on RN for p ≥ 1 in [17,
Theorem 8] (i.e., for m ≤ 2, see also Theorem 5.10 in Section 5). Then, it is enough to
follow the same arguments in [17], making use of the a priori estimate (2.15). Assuming that
p = 1, we obtain u ∈ C1,2s(RN ) if 2s < 1, u ∈ C1,α(RN ) for any α ∈ (0, 1) if 2s = 1, and
u ∈ C2,2s−1(RN ) if 1 < 2s < 2. Since the nonlinearity u 7→ (u−C)p+ is in Cploc(R), a bootstrap
argument based on (2.15) and on (1.1) yields the result for p > 1. We refer to [17, Theorem
10] for the smoothness in the interior of the support, which is obtained again by a bootstrap
argument based on the same a priori estimates. The last statement is then a consequence of
[42, Proposition 2.4]. �

We finally give some remarks on the interpretation in terms of the fractional aggregation-
diffusion equation (1.4). If u is a solution to (1.1) as given by Proposition 2.8, then we clearly
obtain that ρ := (−∆)su is supported on a ball, i.e.,

{x ∈ RN : ρ(x) > 0} = {x ∈ RN : u(x) > C} =: BR(u).

The value R = R(u) (radius of the free boundary) is well defined since any nontrivial ra-
dially decreasing solution is actually strictly decreasing at the value C. Indeed, suppose by
contradiction that 0 ≤ R1 < R2 exist such that u(x) = C in

A = {x : R1 < |x| < R2} .
Then, by setting v := u− C we have that on A there hold

(−∆)sv = 0 and v = 0,

thus by the continuation property of the fractional Laplacian from [29] (Theorem 2.13 below)
we find v ≡ 0 everywhere, i.e., u ≡ C in RN , which is a contradiction.

In addition, since ρ is bounded and compactly supported and since u satisfies

u(x) = (−∆)−sρ = cN,s

∫
RN

ρ(y)

|x− y|N−2s
dy,

we find

(2.16) lim
|x|→∞

|x|N−2su(x)

cN,s
=

∫
BR(u)

ρ(x) dx =: M

In other words, we necessarily have a precise decay rate at infinity

u(x) ∼M cN,s|x|2s−N ,
where the constant M corresponds to the mass condition∫

RN
a(u− C)p+ dx =

∫
BR(u)

a(u− C)p dx = M.

The mentioned unique continuation property from [29] is the following

Theorem 2.13. [29, Theorem 1.2] For s ∈ (0, 1), if u ∈ Hr(Rn) for some r ∈ R, and if both
u and (−∆)su vanish in some open set, then u ≡ 0.

2.4. The critical and supercritical regimes. In these cases we will find (see Proposition
4.7) that, in order to get ground state for (1.1), we must necessarily choose C = 0. But for
this choice, there are positive solutions to (1.1) with the asymptotic behavior |x|−2s/(p−1) near
infinity, which do not belong, due to the slow decay for p large, neither to Ḣs(RN ) nor to
L1(RN ). Thus one needs to consider positive distributional solutions for the equation

(2.17) (−∆)su = aup in RN

in the sense of Definition 2.3. We have existence of distributional solutions, but a discussion
on this topic will be postponed until Section 4.
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Now we use the above a priori estimates from Proposition 2.11 to get smoothness of bounded
positive distributional solutions for (2.17).

Proposition 2.14. If u ∈ C∞(RN ) is a bounded solution to (2.17), then for any β > 0 which
is not an integer,

‖u‖Cβ(RN ) ≤ C,

for a constant C depending only on n, s, β and ‖u‖L∞(RN ).

Proof. Suppose β ∈ (0, 2s). Fix any center x0 ∈ RN . Since up ∈ L∞(RN ), applying (2.13) to
B1(x0), we have

‖u‖
Cβ(B1/2(x0))

≤ C
(
‖u‖L∞(RN ) + ‖up‖L∞(B1(x0))

)
≤ C.

Since C is independent of x0, a standard covering argument implies

(2.18) ‖u‖Cβ(RN ) ≤ C.

If β ∈ [2s, 4s), we observe that, by (2.18),

‖up‖Cβ−2s(B1(x0)) ≤ C ‖u‖p−1
L∞(B1(x0)) ‖u‖Cβ−2s(B1(x0)) ≤ C

and then we use (2.15) and (2.18) to obtain

‖u‖
Cβ(B1/2(x0))

≤ C
(
‖u‖Cβ−2s(RN ) + ‖up‖Cβ−2s(B1(x0))

)
≤ C,

provided that neither β nor β − 2s ∈ (0, 2s) is an integer (otherwise, we replace β − 2s by
another non-integer number in (0, 2s)). A covering and an inductive argument yield the desired
a priori estimate. �

Corollary 2.15. If u ∈ L∞(RN ) is a distributional solution of (2.17), then u ∈ C∞(RN ).

Proof. This follows from a standard mollification argument. Given any φ ∈ C∞c (RN ), let
φε = ηε ∗φ, where ηε(x) = ε−Nη(x/ε) and η is the standard unit mollifier. Now set uε = u ∗ ηε
and (up)ε = up ∗ ηε. We have that the convolution commutes with (−∆)s, thus∫

RN
uε(−∆)sφdx =

∫
RN

u(−∆)sφε dx =

∫
RN

aupφε dx =

∫
RN

a(up)ε φdx,

so that (−∆)suε = a(up)ε holds distributionally. Since ‖(up)ε‖L∞ ≤ ‖up‖L∞ , from Proposition
2.14 we obtain local Hölder estimates for uε that are independent of ε. We conclude that the
limit u is a smooth function. �

The following Proposition describes the weak algebraic decay of the ground states in the
supercritical case.

Proposition 2.16. Let p > (N + 2s)/(N − 2s) and let u ∈ L∞(RN ) be a ground state to
(2.17). Then there exists C = CN,s,p such that

u(x) ≤ CN,s,p a
− 1
p−1 |x|−

2s
p−1

for any x ∈ RN .

Proof. Recall that u is positive and vanishes at infinity by hypothesis. By Proposition 2.5 and
Corollary 2.15, it is also smooth and both the equalities (−∆)su = up and u = (−∆)−sup

hold distributionally and pointwise everywhere. From the second equation, since u is radially
decreasing, we get

u(x) ≥ cN,s
∫
B|x|(0)

au(y)p

|x− y|N−2s
dy ≥ cN,s

∫
B|x|(0)

au(x)p

(2|x|)N−2s
dy = CN,s a u(x)p|x|2s,
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hence u(x) ≤ CN,s,p a
− 1
p−1 |x|−

2s
p−1 , as claimed. �

Remark 2.17. A similar proof gives the decay of the derivatives. Also, the constant CN,s,p
is not sharp.

Next we show that the Poisson extension (2.3) inherits the decay of the function, a fact that
we will employ in Section 4. Let us write 〈x〉 =

√
1 + |x|2.

Lemma 2.18. Suppose 0 ≤ u(x) ≤ 〈x〉−α, for some α ∈ [0, N) and let U be the Poisson
extension of u. Then there is a universal constant C = C(N, s) such that, for all x ∈ RN and
y > 0,

0 ≤ U(x, y) ≤ C 〈x〉−α .

Proof. We borrow an idea from [19, Lemma 4.7 (1)]. We first deal with the case |x| ≥ 1 and
write U(x, y) = I1 + I2 + I3, where (up to multiplicative constant)

I1 =

∫
{
|x−ζ|< |x|

2

}
∪{|x−ζ|>2|x|}

y2s

(|x− ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

u(ζ) dζ,

I2 =

∫
{
|x|
2
<|x−ζ|<2|x|

}
∩{|ζ|<1}

y2s

(|x− ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

u(ζ) dζ,

I3 =

∫
{
|x|
2
<|x−ζ|<2|x|

}
∩{|ζ|>1}

y2s

(|x− ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

u(ζ) dζ.

For I1 we use the decay of u(ζ) to estimate

I1 ≤ C|x|−α
∫
RN

y2s

(|x− ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

dζ ≤ C|x|−α.

For I2 we freeze the kernel and use the O(1) bound on u(ζ) to see that

I2 ≤
y2s

(|x|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

∫
{|ζ|<1}

C dζ ≤ C
y2s

(|x|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

.

In I3, while we freeze the kernel again, we integrate over the whole region of ζ, which is
contained in {1 < |ζ| < 3|x|}, so that

I3 ≤
y2s

(|x|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

∫
{1<|ζ|<3|x|}

C|x|−α dζ ≤ C
|x|N−αy2s

(|x|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

.

Since α < N , the estimate for I3 dominates that for I2. Moreover, by using the common upper
bound (|x|2 + y2)

1
2 for both |x| and y we see that

|x|Ny2s

(|x|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

≤ 1.

Combining these estimates we conclude that, for |x| ≥ 1,

U(x, y) ≤ C|x|−α + C
(1 + |x|N−α)y2s

(|x|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

≤ C|x|−α
(

1 +
|x|Ny2s

(|x|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

)
≤ C|x|−α.

For |x| ≤ 1, we simply use the Young’s convolution inequality and the fact that the Poisson
kernel integrates to 1 to see

U(x, y) ≤ C ‖u‖L∞(RN )

∫
RN

y2s

(|x− ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

dζ ≤ C.
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In summary,
0 ≤ U(x, y) ≤ Cmin

{
|x|−α, 1

}
,

and this completes the proof. �

As a consequence, we have the following decay estimates, which turn out to be useful in the
proof of Theorem 1.2:

Proposition 2.19. Suppose u ∈ L∞(RN ) is a distributional solution to (2.17) satisfying

0 ≤ u(x) ≤ C 〈x〉−
2s
p−1 .

Then
|x||Du(x)|+ |x|2|D2u(x)| ≤ C 〈x〉−

2s
p−1 .

Proof. Fix |x| ≥ 1 and write ρ = |x|/2. The function uρ(z) = u(x + ρz) satisfies, for some
positive constant C,

‖uρ‖L∞(B1) ≤ Cρ−
2s
p−1

and
(−∆)suρ = ρ2suρ(z)

p in RN .
For any β ∈ (0, 2s), by (2.14),

‖uρ‖Cβ(B1/2) ≤ C
(
‖uρ‖L∞(B1) + ‖h‖L∞(B1) + ‖uρ‖L1

s(RN )

)
≤ C

(
ρ
− 2s
p−1 + ρ2sρ

− 2sp
p−1 + ρ

− 2s
p−1

)
≤ Cρ−

2s
p−1 ,

where the estimate for the L1
s norm follows from Lemma 2.18 with y = 1. An bootstrap

argument as in Proposition 2.14 shows that the same estimate is true for any β > 0, in
particular for β = 1 and β = 2. �

3. Uniqueness in the subcritical case: proof of Theorem 1.1

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1 in the subcritical case 1 ≤ p < (N+2s)/(N−
2s). Recall that in this case we always have C > 0 and the existence and regularity of ground
states are described in Proposition 2.8 and Proposition 2.12. Through the proof, we assume
w.l.o.g that a = 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let u1, u2 be two ground states to equation (1.1) with C > 0 fixed.
Now let vi = ui − C, i = 1, 2. As a first case, assume that v1(0) = v2(0). We use an approach
inspired by [28], based on the use of the monotonicity formula. We have that the difference

w = v1 − v2

satisfies the equation

(3.1) (−∆)sw = V(r)w,

where the potential V is defined through

V(r) =
g(v1(r))− g(v2(r))

v1(r)− v2(r)
, for g(t) = tp+.

Let Ri be the radius of the ball {vi > 0} for i = 1, 2. We recall that v1 and v2 are C1 functions
thanks to Proposition 2.12.

We first prove that R1 = R2. Suppose by contradiction that R1 6= R2 and w.l.o.g. assume
that R1 < R2 (we will reach a contradiction by showing that v1 ≡ v2). Notice that V is
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nonnegative and continuous for r ≥ 0, moreover V ≡ 0 for r ≥ R2. In the linear case, i.e.
p = 1, we clearly have

V(r) =


1 if r ∈ [0, R1),

− v2
v1−v2 if r ∈ [R1, R2],

0 if r > R2.

Then V ′ ≡ 0 for r < R1, while for r ∈ (R1, R2)

V ′(r) =
v2

(v1 − v2)2
v′1 −

v1

(v1 − v2)2
v′2 < 0,

then V is decreasing for r ≥ 0. In the case p > 1, writing

V(r) = a(v1(r), v2(r))

where

a(x, y) =
g(x)− g(y)

x− y
,

we can write in the interval [0, R2]

V(r) =

{
a(v1(r), v2(r)) if v1(r) 6= v2(r),

g′(α) ifα := v1(r) = v2(r).

An explicit computation gives

(3.2) V ′(r) = ax(v1(r), v2(r))v′1(r) + ay(v1(r), v2(r))v′2(r).

But using Taylor’s formula,

(3.3) ax(x, y) =

{
g′(x)(x−y)−g(x)+g(y)

(x−y)2
ifx 6= 0,

1
2g
′′(x) ifx = y 6= 0.

and by the convexity of g(t) = tp+ for t > 0 we find ax(v1(r), v2(r)) ≥ 0 when r ∈ (0, R1).
When r ∈ [R1, R2) we have v1(r) ≤ 0 and v2(r) > 0, then g′(v1(r)) = g(v1(r)) = 0 whence

ax(v1(r), v2(r)) =
g(v2(r))

(v1(r)− v2(r))2
≥ 0.

Analogously we have ay(v1(r), v2(r)) ≥ 0 thus by the fact that the vi are radially decreasing by
(3.2) we find V ′(r) ≤ 0. Summarizing we have that V is decreasing for r > 0 and differentiable
at any r > 0, possibly except r = Ri, i = 1, 2.

Now we consider the Caffarelli-Silvestre extension problem (2.2) corresponding to (3.1),
satisfied by the s-harmonic extension W = W (|x|, y) on the upper-half space RN+1

+ = RN ×
(0,∞):

(3.4)


Wrr + N−1

r Wr + 1−2s
y Wy +Wyy = 0, in RN+1

+ ,

W (·, 0) = w,

−ds lim
y→0

y1−2sWy = V(r)w(r), in ∂RN+1
+ .

Then it is possible associate to (3.4) the following Hamiltonian

(3.5) Φ(r) =
ds
2

∫ ∞
0

y1−2s
{
W 2
r (r, y)−W 2

y (r, y)
}
dy +

1

2
V(r)w2(r).

A similar argument employed to show the asymptotic estimate [28, Proposition B.2] ensures
that the above Hamiltonian is well defined. Notice also that

V(r)w2(r) = 0
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for r > R2. Moreover, for p = 1 using the expression of V ′(r) we find that V ′(r)w2(r) = 0
for r ∈ [0, R1) ∪ (R2,+∞) and is (strictly) negative in (R1, R2). In the case p > 1 and
v1(r) 6= v2(r) by (3.2)-(3.3) we find

V ′(r)w2(r) =
d

dr
[(g(v1(r))− g(v2(r)))(v1(r)− v2(r))]− 2[(g(v1(r))− g(v2(r)))(v′1(r)− v′2(r))]

and notice that

lim
r→R2

(g(v1(r))− g(v2(r)))(v1(r)− v2(r))

r −R2
= 0,

thus the function V ′(r)w2(r) can be extended continuously to 0 at r = R2.
Now, using (2.2), we can compute the derivative of Φ along the flow, which is given in [28]
but we give here some details for the sake of completeness. We have

dΦ

dr
= ds

∫ ∞
0

y1−2s [WrWrr −WyWry] dy + Vww′ + 1

2
V ′w2,

hence using the extension equation in (2.2)
dΦ

dr
= −ds

∫ ∞
0

y1−2sW 2
r dy − ds

∫ ∞
0

d

dy

(
y1−2sWrWy

)
dy + Vww′ + 1

2
V ′w2.

Then the boundary condition in (2.2) implies
dΦ

dr
= −ds

N − 1

r

∫ ∞
0

y1−2sW 2
r (r, y) dy + ϕ(r),

where ϕ(r) is the a.e. continuous function defined through

ϕ(r) =


1
2V
′(r)w2(r), for r ≤ R2,

0, for r ≥ R2.

Therefore, since V(r) is radially decreasing and Φ is continuous, we have that Φ is decreasing
for r ≥ 0.

We next claim that, for the Hamiltonian (3.5),

(3.6) lim
r→∞

Φ(r) = 0.

Indeed, observe that clearly∫
RN

∫ ∞
0

y1−2s(|∇xW |2 +W 2
y ) dx dy = C(N, s)

∫
RN
|(−∆)s/2w|2 dx <∞.

But then we have∫ ∞
1
|Φ(r)| dr ≤ ds

2

∫ ∞
1

∫ ∞
0

rN−1 y1−2s(|Wr|2 +W 2
y ) dr dy +

1

2

∫ R2

1
V(r)w2(r) dr <∞,

therefore Φ is in L1(1,∞). Hence, keeping in mind that Φ is decreasing, (3.6) follows. Then,
as we have

Φ(0) = −ds
2

∫ ∞
0

y1−2sW 2
y (0, y) dy +

1

2
V(0)w(0)2 ≤ 1

2
V(0)w(0)2,

we find
1

2
V(0)w(0)2 ≥ Φ(0) ≥ Φ(r) ≥ lim

r→∞
Φ(r) = 0.

Now since w(0) = 0, the previous inequality gives Φ(r) ≡ 0 and consequently,
dΦ

dr
= 0,
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namely

ds
N − 1

r

∫ ∞
0

y1−2sW 2
r (r, y) dy = ϕ(r) ≤ 0,

which implies
Wr ≡ 0.

But then we have that w(r) is constant, thus w ≡ w(0) = 0 and we obtain

v1 ≡ v2,

a contradiction to the assumption R1 < R2.
We have shown that R1 = R2 =: R, thus V ′ is singular only on the boundary of the common

positivity set of v1, v2, i.e., at r = R. In any case, this does not prevent to repeat the previous
argument and to conclude again v1 ≡ v2, and this ends the proof in case v1(0) = v2(0).

In order to complete the proof of the theorem, now assume that v1(0) 6= v2(0), set

λ =
v2(0)

v1(0)

and define the rescaled function

(v1)λ(x) = λv1(λ
p−1
2s x).

Then (v1)λ, v2 satisfy the same equation

(−∆)sv = vp+

and (v1)λ(0) = v2(0). Now define the function

wλ = (v1)λ − v2.

Clearly wλ(0) = 0. Taking into account that vi is a translation of ui, i = 1, 2, we have

wλ → C(1− λ), as |x| → ∞.
In any case, the previous argument can be applied to this case even if wλ does not tend to
zero as r → ∞. Indeed, the extension associated to wλ (in terms of the extensions U1, U2 of
u1 and u2, respectively) is

Wλ(x, y) = λU1(λ
p−1
2s x, λ

p−1
2s y)− U2(x, y) + C(1− λ).

The main point is that (3.6) still holds. Thus we conclude that ∂rWλ ≡ 0. But the condition
wλ(0) = 0 forces λ = 1, a contradiction. �

4. Critical and supercritical regimes: Proof of Theorem 1.2

In this section, we assume w.l.o.g. that a = 1. If p ≥ N+2s
N−2s , ground states to (1.1) are

exactly the positive radially decreasing solutions to

(4.1)

{
(−∆)su = up in RN ,
u→ 0 |x| → ∞.

In other words, for the existence of solutions we must have C = 0, as we shall prove in
Proposition 4.7 at the end of this section. The solutions to such problem are completely
classified in the case p = (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), as it is stated in cite [21, Theorem 1.2]:

Proposition 4.1. [21, Theorem 1.2]. When p = (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), any positive solution to
(4.1) is radially symmetric (up to translations) and given by

u(x) = c(N, s)(t/(t2 + |x|2))
N+2s

2 ,

for some universal constant c and positive constants t > 0.
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The classification in [21] is based on the moving plane method adapted to the equivalent
integral equation, applied to Kelvin-type transformations of the solution.

Let us move to the supercritical regime. The existence of ground states for (4.1) is estab-
lished in [3]. Let us recall the result therein.

Proposition 4.2 ([3]). When p > (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), there exist ground states to (4.1) with
precise (slow) decay

(4.2) u(x) ∼ c(N, s, p)|x|−
2s
p−1 as |x| → ∞,

where the constant c(N, s, p) is given by

c(N, s, p) =

[
Γ(N2 −

s
p−1)Γ( sp

p−1)

Γ( s
p−1)Γ(N2 −

sp
p−1)

2−2s

]1/(p−1)

.

Remark 4.3. The idea of the proof of Proposition 4.2 is the following. We refer to [3] (see
also [2] for more details). One searches for an unbounded, continuous branch of solutions of
the auxiliary equation {

(−∆)su = λ(1 + u)p in B1,

u = 0 in Rn \B1,

and then perform a blow-up argument along such branch. To show the decay in (4.2), we
first observe that the upper bound is given by Proposition 2.16. Next, the Emden-Fowler
transformation v(t) = e

− 2s
p−1

t
u(e−t), t = − log |x|, solves an equation of the form

P.V.

∫
R
K(t− t′)[v(t)− v(t′)] dt′ + c(N, s, p)p−1v(t) = v(t)p in R,

and therefore the exact coefficient is determined as c(N, s, p) via a Hamiltonian type argument.

Through a scaling argument, there are infinitely many solutions of (4.1) in the supercritical
regime. No uniqueness result in the sense of Theorem 1.1 can be expected. Nonetheless, one
can prove the uniqueness once the maximum value (at the origin) is fixed, which is what we
do next by providing the proof of Theorem 1.2. As a consequence, all the bounded radially
decreasing solutions of Eq. (4.1) can be rescaled to each other and belong to the family
{λ2s/(p−1)u(λx)}λ>0, where u is any solution. Interestingly, if x 6= 0, the limit

lim
λ→∞

λ2s/(p−1)u(λx) = c(N, s, p)|x|−
2s
p−1

turns out to be a singular solution.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let u1 and u2 be ground states to (−∆)su = up, with u1(0) = u2(0) =
b. The uniqueness is straightforward in the case p = (N+2s)/(N−2s) due to Proposition 4.1,
moreover in this case the constraint of the central density is equivalent to the mass constraint
as the solutions are in L1(RN )∩Ḣs(RN ). Thus assume that p > (N+2s)/(N−2s). We argue
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, but we need to be more careful about the decay at infinity.
Let w = u1 − u2, so that w(0) = 0 and w solves

(−∆)sw = V(r)w,

where

V(r) =
up1(r)− up2(r)

u1(r)− u2(r)
= p

∫ 1

0

(
θu1(r) + (1− θ)u2(r)

)p−1
dθ ≥ 0,

with

V ′(r) = p(p− 1)

∫ 1

0

(
θu1(r) + (1− θ)u2(r)

)p−2(
θu′1(r) + (1− θ)u′2(r)

)
dθ ≤ 0.
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Consider the Poisson extension W of w from (2.3), given up to a constant multiple by

W (x, y) =

∫
Rn

y2s

(|ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

w(x− ζ) dζ.

Since, by the regularity and decay of u1 and u2 from Propositions 2.16-2.19

w(x) ≤ C 〈x〉−
2s
p−1 , |Dw(x)| ≤ C 〈x〉−

2s
p−1
−1
, |D2w(x)| ≤ C 〈x〉−

2s
p−1
−2
,

we have, by applying Lemma 2.18 up to the second derivative,

(4.3) W (x, y) ≤ C 〈x〉−
2s
p−1 , |DxW (x, y)| ≤ C 〈x〉−

2s
p−1
−1
, |D2

xW (x, y)| ≤ C 〈x〉−
2s
p−1
−2
,

for a constant C independent of y. On the other hand, from the expression

W (x, y) =

∫
Rn

y2s

(|x− ζ|2 + y2)
N+2s

2

w(ζ) dζ,

derivatives in x or y hit the kernel and produce a decay in y, namely

(4.4) y
(
|DxW (x, y)|+Wy(x, y)|

)
≤ CW (x, y) ≤ Cw(x) ≤ C 〈x〉−

2s
p−1 .

In addition, one can get similar estimates for y1−2sWy by considering the conjugate equation
as in Proposition 3.6 of [9].

Define as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 the Hamiltonian

Φ(r) =
ds
2

∫ ∞
0

y1−2s
{
W 2
r (r, y)−W 2

y (r, y)
}
dy +

1

2
V(r)w2(r).

From estimates (4.4) and the bound of y1−2sWy in the previous discussion, Φ is well defined
and differentiable. Clearly, Φ(0) ≤ 0 and Φ′(r) ≤ 0. We will show that Φ is globally bounded.
Once we have that Φ(+∞) = 0, we can proceed as in the proof of 1.1 to conclude that W ≡ 0.
In order to show the decay as r →∞, let us split

Φ(r) = Φ1(r) + Φ2(r) +
1

2
V(r)w2(r),

where

Φ1(r) =
ds
2

∫ 1

0
y1−2s

{
W 2
r (r, y)−W 2

y (r, y)
}
dy,

Φ2(r) =
ds
2

∫ ∞
1

y1−2s
{
W 2
r (r, y)−W 2

y (r, y)
}
dy.

By (4.4),

|Φ2(r)| ≤ C

∫ ∞
1

y−1−2sW 2(r, y) dy ≤ Cr−
2s
p−1 ,

for some constant C. Testing the extension equation for W against W and integrating by
parts, we have

Φ1(r) =
ds
2

∫ 1

0
y1−2s

(
W 2
r (r, y)+W (r, y)∆xW (r, y)

)
dy− 1

ds
w(r)(−∆)sw(r)−W (r, 1)Wy(r, 1),

which tends to zero in view of (4.3). Hence, the proof is complete up to repeating the argument
in the proof of Theorem 1.1. �
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Remark 4.4. Using Theorem 1.2 it is easy to show that for any ground state u to (−∆)su = up

we have

(4.5) u ∼ c(N, s, p)|x|−2s/(p−1) as |x| → ∞,

being c(N, s, p) the constant for the solution in Proposition 4.2. Indeed, let u be any ground
state and u1 the ground state in Proposition 4.2. Then the rescaled function

uλ(x) := λu1(λ
p−1
2s x)

with the scaling factor defined as

λ =
u(0)

u1(0)

is still a ground state to the same equation and uλ(0) = u(0). Then Theorem 1.2 gives
u = uλ, hence Theorem 1.2 implies (4.5). In particular, if u is a bounded radially decreasing
distributional solution to (−∆)su = up such that u(x) = o(|x|−2s/(p−1)) as |x| → +∞, then
u ≡ 0.

We close this section by showing that we must necessarily have C = 0 in the critical and
supercritical regimes. This is a consequence of the Pohozaev identity.

Proposition 4.5. Assume that p > (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), then there is no ground state u in
Ḣs(RN ) to the equation (1.1).

Proof. Suppose first that C > 0 and set, as always, BR = {u > C}. Assume u ∈ Ḣs(RN )
is a ground state. Then the following Pohozaev identity (see [40], [22, Theorem 1.1] or [41,
Proposition 4.1]) is valid in the whole space RN

N − 2s

2

∫
RN
|ξ|2s|û(ξ)|2 dξ =

N

p+ 1

∫
BR

(u− C)p+1
+ dx.

On the other hand, multiplying (1.1) by u and integrating by parts∫
RN
|ξ|2s|û(ξ)|2 dξ =

∫
BR

u(u− C)p+ dx >
∫
BR

(u− C)p+1
+ dx,

where the last inequality is strict because u is continuous and u(0) > C. Then
N − 2s

2

∫
BR

(u− C)p+1
+ dx <

N

p+ 1

∫
BR

(u− C)p+1
+ dx,

i.e., (
N − 2s

2
− N

p+ 1

)∫
BR

(u− C)p+1
+ dx < 0,

which contradicts the condition p > (N+2s)/(N−2s). Then C = 0 and u solves (−∆)su = up

distributionally and u(0) = ‖u‖L∞(RN ), so u ∼ |x|−2s/(p−1) for |x| → ∞ by (4.5), which implies
in particular u 6∈ L2∗s (RN ), contradicting u ∈ Ḣs(RN ). �

Remark 4.6. Inspecting the proof of Proposition 4.5 it follows that in the critical case p =
(N+2s)/(N−2s) the ground states in the energy space Ḣs(RN ) are all the nontrivial positive
vanishing solutions to (−∆)su = up, classified entirely by Proposition 4.1.

The following Proposition extends Remark 4.6 to the supercritical case.

Proposition 4.7. Assume that p > (N +2s)/(N −2s) and let u be a ground state to equation
(1.1). Then C = 0.
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that C > 0. Then u is distributional solution to (−∆)su =
(u − C)p+ and the right hand side is in L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ) since u is a ground state. In

particular, by fractional Sobolev embedding we get (u − C)p+ ∈ L
2N
N+2s (RN ) ⊂ Ḣ−s(RN ), so

that u ∈ Ḣs(RN ). This is a contradiction with Proposition 4.5. �

Remark 4.8. It is interesting to observe that there are also nonradial solutions in the super-
critical regime, see [20] for a simple axially symmetric construction. This implies that Theorem
1.2 does not hold in the more general class of bounded solutions vanishing at infinity.

5. Uniqueness of steady states of aggregation-diffusion equations

As an application of Theorem 1.1, in this section we deduce uniqueness of the steady states
to the evolution equation (1.4).

Before going through the full analysis of steady states (which is carried over in Subsection
5.2), let us briefly focus on the minimization of the natural free energy functional (1.6) asso-
ciated to (1.4), in the diffusion dominated regime. In this regime the diffusion dominates over
the aggregation in the dynamics given by (1.4). By a scaling argument, this phenomenon is
shown to occur only if

m > 2− 2s

N
=: mc

5.1. Minimizers. Since (1.4) conserves mass, it is positivity preserving and invariant by
translations, we work with solutions ρ that for any time t belong to the set

YM :=

{
ρ ∈ L1

+(RN ) ∩ Lm(RN ) , ||ρ||L1(RN ) = M ,

∫
RN

xρ(x) dx = 0

}
.

In the diffusion-dominated regime, the minimization problem minYM F has been investigated
in [17]. The main results therein are summarized in the following
Lemma 5.1. Let m > mc and M > 0. The functional F admits a minimizer over YM .
If ρ ∈ argminYMF , then ρ is continuous and bounded on RN , radially decreasing, compactly
supported, smooth in the interior if its support, and it satisfies

(5.1) ρ =
(
m−1
m

) 1
m−1

(
χ cN,s| · |2s−N ∗ ρ − K

) 1
m−1

+
in RN ,

where

(5.2) 0 < K := − 2

M
F [ρ]− 1

M

m− 2

m− 1

∫
RN

ρm(x) dx.

Moreover, there holds

(5.3)
χ

2

∫
RN

∫
RN

cN,s|x− y|2s−Nρ(x)ρ(y) dx dy =
N

N − 2s

∫
RN

ρm(x) dx.

We refer to [17] for the proof of the properties of Lemma 5.1. In particular, (5.3) follows
by taking dilations ρλ(x) := λNρ(λx) and optimizing with respect to λ > 0, hence finding a
unique optimal value λ∗, and then imposing λ∗ = 1 since ρ is a minimizer.

Note that if ρ is a minimizer from (1.6) and (5.3) we deduce

(5.4)
∫
RN

ρm dx = −(N − 2s)(m− 1)

N(m− 2) + 2s
F(ρ)

along with ∫
RN

ρm dx =
(m− 1)(N − 2s)

(m− 2)N + 2ms
MK,

χ

∫
RN

∫
RN

cN,s|x− y|2s−Nρ(x)ρ(y) dx dy =
2(m− 1)N

(m− 2)N + 2ms
MK
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and

(5.5) F(ρ) = − (m− 2)N + 2s

(m− 2)N + 2ms
MK.

In fact, by combining (5.2) and (5.4), we deduce that the constant K is uniquely determined
and depends only on the minimal value of F on YM .

By letting u := (−∆)−sρ = cN,s| · |2s−N ∗ ρ, we see that (5.1) rewrites in terms of u as as
(1.1) after having suitably chosen the parameters a and C therein. Before applying the general
uniqueness theory from Theorem 1.1, we show how to obtain uniqueness of the minimizer of
F by a direct argument, at least in case m = 2. Indeed, we have the following

Lemma 5.2. Let m = 2 and M > 0. Then there exists a unique minimizer of F over YM .

Proof. Existence is shown in Lemma 5.1 along with Euler-Lagrange equation and other prop-
erties of minimizers. Therefore, we are reduced to prove uniqueness. Through the proof, we
use the notation W (x) := χ cN,s|x|2s−N . By assuming m = 2, and by using the notation FM
for the minimal value of F over YM , from (5.2) we see that K = −2FM/M .

By Lemma 5.1, any minimizer is radially decreasing, continuous and compactly supported.
Suppose by contradiction that there are two minimizers ρ1, ρ2 that do not coincide. Without
loss of generality, assume that supp(ρ1) ⊆ supp(ρ2). Since supp(ρ1) ⊆ supp(ρ2), from (5.1)
(taking K = −2FM/M into account) we have

(5.6) 2

∫
RN

ρ1ρ2 −
∫
RN

(W ∗ ρ2)ρ1 =

∫
RN

ρ1 (2ρ2 −W ∗ ρ2) =

∫
RN

ρ1
2FM
M

= 2FM .

On the other hand, let ρ1/2 := 1
2ρ1 + 1

2ρ2. Then ρ1/2 ∈ YM . By using the minimality of ρ1, ρ2

and (5.6) we get

F [ρ1/2] =
1

4

∫
RN

ρ2
1 +

1

4

∫
RN

ρ2
2 +

1

2

∫
RN

ρ1ρ2 −
1

8

∫
RN

(W ∗ ρ1)ρ1

− 1

8

∫
RN

(W ∗ ρ2)ρ2 −
1

4

∫
RN

(W ∗ ρ2)ρ1

=
1

4
F [ρ1] +

1

4
F [ρ2] +

1

2

∫
RN

ρ1ρ2 −
1

4

∫
RN

(W ∗ ρ2)ρ1

=
1

4
F [ρ1] +

1

4
F [ρ2] +

1

4
(2FM ) = FM ,

hence ρ1/2 is itself a minimizer. From (5.4) we deduce∫
RN

ρ2
1/2 =

∫
RN

ρ2
1 =

∫
RN

ρ2
2 = −N − 2s

2s
FM .

But this is a contradiction, since the Young inequality ρ2
1/2 ≤

1
2ρ

2
1 + 1

2ρ
2
2 is strict on a set of

positive measure, as we are assuming that ρ1 and ρ2 are not coinciding. �

5.2. Radial steady states. We shall characterize the uniqueness for radial densities ρ which
are steady state of equation (1.4) according to the following

Definition 5.3. We say that a nonnegative function ρ ∈ L∞(RN ) is a radial steady state for
the evolution equation (1.4) if ρ is radially decreasing and there exists K ≥ 0 such that

(5.7) ρ(x)m−1 =
m− 1

m

(
χ(−∆)−sρ(x)−K

)
+
, for a.e.x ∈ RN .

Let us preliminarily show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between radial steady
states and ground states to (1.1), once p and m are related by p = 1

m−1 , see Figure 1. Our
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uniqueness results in this subsection cover the range m ∈ (1, 2], since p ≥ 1 in our main
theorems. In fact, given the form of (5.7), it will be more convenient to rewrite (1.1) as

(5.8) (−∆)su = ap(χu−K)p+ in RN ,

where p = 1
m−1 and ap := (p+ 1)−p. Note that (5.8) is equivalent to (1.1) with a = apχ

p and
C = K/χ.

Proposition 5.4. Let m ∈ (1, 2]. Let ρ be a radial steady state according to Definition 5.3.
Let u = (−∆)−sρ be the Riesz potential of ρ. Then, u ∈ L1

s(RN )∩L∞(RN ) and u is a ground
state to (5.8), where p = 1

m−1 and ap = (p+ 1)−p.

Proof. We preliminary notice that since ρ ∈ L∞(Rd), then
∫
RN ρ(x)|x|2s−N dx < +∞ follows

from (5.7) if ρ is nontrivial. Indeed, the Riesz potential of a radially decreasing function is
radially decreasing and therefore ess sup(−∆)−sρ(x) = cN,s

∫
RN ρ(x)|x|2s−N dx. In particular,

ρ vanishes at infinity. Moreover, u ∈ L∞(RN ).
Suppose first that K > 0. Then Definition 5.3 implies that ρ is compactly supported

therefore u ∈ L1
s(RN ). By Sobolev embedding, since ρ ∈ L1(RN ) ∩ L∞(RN ), we get ρ ∈

Ḣ−s(RN ) and u ∈ Ḣs(RN ). Moreover, we multiply (5.7) by φ ∈ C∞c (RN ) and we integrate
over RN ; by Plancherel theorem and reasoning similarly to Proposition 2.4 we get∫

RN
ap(χu−K)p+ φ =

∫
RN

ρφ =

∫
RN

(−∆)−s/2ρ(−∆)s/2φ =

∫
RN

(−∆)s/2(−∆)−sρ(−∆)s/2φ

=

∫
RN

(−∆)s/2u(−∆)s/2φ = 〈u, φ〉Ḣs(RN ).

This shows that u is a weak energy solution (and a distributional solution) to (5.8). Since ρ is
radially decreasing and compactly supported, u is radially decreasing and vanishing at infinity
so that it is a ground state.

Suppose instead that K = 0. Then there holds ρ1/p = a
1/p
p χ(−∆)−sρ a.e. in RN , clearly

implying u ∈ L1
s(RN ). Moreover, The latter relation and the symmetry of the Riesz kernel

yield ∫
RN

ρ1/p φ =

∫
RN

a1/p
p χφ(−∆)−sρ =

∫
RN

a1/p
p χρ(−∆)−sφ ∀φ ∈ C∞c (RN ),

which we write in terms of u as

(5.9)
∫
RN

uφ =

∫
RN

apχ
p up(−∆)−sφ ∀φ ∈ C∞c (RN ).

With an approximation argument, we extend the validity of (5.9) to test functions of the form
φ = (−∆)sζ, ζ ∈ C∞(RN ), and we get∫

RN
u(−∆)sζ =

∫
RN

apχ
p upζ

for any ζ ∈ C∞c (Rn) (note that by Lemma 5.4. in [4], up ∈ L1
−s). Therefore, u is a distributional

solution to (5.8), it is radially decreasing and vanishing at infinity (as ρ), hence it is a ground
state. �

Proposition 5.5. Let 1 ≤ p < N+2s
N−2s and K > 0. Let u be a ground state to (5.8), where

ap = (p + 1)−p. Then, ρ := ap(χu − K)p+ is a radial steady state according to Definition 5.3
with m = p+1

p .

Proof. By Proposition 2.12, (−∆)su = ap(χu − K)p+ holds pointwise in RN . On the other
hand, the Riesz potential of ρ is a bounded radially decreasing vanishing function and the
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symmetry if the Riesz kernel entails
∫
RN ρ(−∆)−sφ =

∫
RN φ(−∆)−sρ for any φ ∈ C∞c (RN ),

thus (−∆)−sρ = u in the sense of distributions and a.e. in RN . Hence, (5.7) holds. �

Proposition 5.6. Let p ≥ N+2s
N−2s . Let u be a ground state to (−∆)su = apχ

pup, where
ap = (p + 1)−p. Then, ρ := apχ

pup is a radial steady state according to Definition 5.3 with
m = p+1

p .

Proof. By Corollary 2.15, u is smooth. Moreover, thanks to Lemma 5.4 in [4], ρ = apχ
pup

satisfies
∫
RN ρ(x)(1 + |x|N−2s)−1 dx < +∞ so that the Riesz potential of ρ is pointwise well-

defined. Therefore, (−∆)su = apχu
p and ρp = a

1/p
p χ(−∆)−sρ are both pointwise equalities

among smooth functions. �

Remark 5.7. If m > mc, then Lemma 5.1 implies that any minimizer ρ to the energy
functional F defined in (1.6) is a steady state in the sense of Definition 5.3. Moreover, putting
ρ = (−∆)su, m = 1 + 1/p and taking advantage of Proposition 5.5 and Proposition 5.6, by
applying Proposition 2.8 we get existence of radial steady states in the fair competition regime
m = mc and in the aggregation dominated regimem ∈ (2N/(N+2s),mc), whereas Proposition
4.1 and Proposition 4.2 yield existence of radial steady states in the range m ∈ (1, 2N

N+2s ].

Remark 5.8. Since the result from Lemma 5.1 holds for anym > mc, by applying Proposition
5.4 we obtain an alternative existence result for (1.1) in the regime 1 ≤ p < N

N−2s (and in fact
also in the regime 0 < p < 1, where the definition of ground state is the same and Proposition
5.4 holds true with the same proof).

Remark 5.9. It is worth making an interesting remark for the regime p > (N +2s)/(N−2s).
Indeed, if ρ is any radial steady state, due to the correspondence exploited in Proposition 5.5
we have K = 0 by Proposition 4.7 and the asymptotics (4.5) gives ρ 6∈ L1(RN ), i.e. radial
steady states have no finite mass in the supercritical regime. This feature agrees with the
local case s = 1 as explained in [7, Theorem 4.8] thus making our definition of steady state
coherent.

As regards to the regularity of the steady states in the diffusion dominated regime m > mc,
it is dictated by the existence of another critical exponent

m∗ :=


2− 2s

1− 2s
if N ≥ 1 and s ∈ (0, 1/2) ,

+∞ if N ≥ 2 and s ∈ [1/2, N/2) .

Indeed, we have the following result, which is given in [17].

Theorem 5.10. [17, Theorem 8]. Let s ∈ (0, 1). If m > mc and let ρ is a radial steady state
of equation (1.4). Then

(1) if s ∈ (1/2, 1) we have (−∆)−sρ ∈ W 1,∞(RN ), ρm−1 ∈ W 1,∞(RN ) and ρ ∈ C0,α(RN )
with α = min{1, 1

m−1}.
(2) if s ∈ (0, 1/2] we have two subcases:

(i) if m ≤ 2 or 2 < m < m∗ the same conclusion of case (1) holds;
(ii) if m ≥ m∗, then (−∆)−sρ ∈ C0,γ

(
RN
)
for any γ < (2s(m − 1))/(m − 2) and

ρ ∈ C0,α
(
RN
)
for any α < 2s/(m− 2).

Remark 5.11. In case m ∈ (mc, 2], so that p ≥ 1, the Hölder regularity of radial steady
states can be further improved according to the fact that ρ = (−∆)su where u is a ground
state (thanks to Proposition 5.4), whose Hölder regularity properties are discussed Proposition
2.12.
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Remark 5.12. In the cases (1) and (2)-(i) of the previous Theorem, we have that Definition
5.3 easily implies that ρm ∈W 1,2

loc

(
RN
)
, ∇(−∆)−sρ ∈ L1

loc

(
RN
)
, and it satisfies

(5.10) ∇ρm = χρ∇(−∆)−sρ

in the sense of distributions in RN . Moreover ρ ∈ C0,α for α > 1 − 2s. This is actually the
definition of steady state given in [16], [17]. In particular, one of the main results of [16] shows
that densities satisfying (5.10) must be necessary radially decreasing (up to translation). On
the other hand, if we have a steady state defined in the latter sense for the same ranges of m
and s, [17, Proposition 1] and [17, Theorem 3] imply that ρ is radial and satisfies (5.7). In the
case m ≥ m∗ and s ∈ (0, 1/2], which is not covered by our theory, the case (2)-(i) of Theorem
5.10 (satisfied by the minimizers of F in that range), suggests that a weaker definition of
general steady state would be in order and radial symmetry of all steady states is still an open
question.

We proceed to the proof of uniqueness of radial steady states in the different regimes. We
start with the case m ∈ (mc, 2]. If ρ is a steady state of mass M of (1.4), in the sense of
Definition 5.3, then u := (−∆)−sρ is a ground state to equation (5.8), thanks to Proposition
5.4. As a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1 we obtain the uniqueness of radial steady states,
as summarized in the next four propositions.

Proposition 5.13 (Diffusion-dominated regime). Let m ∈ (mc, 2]. Then for any mass M > 0
there is a unique radial steady state of mass M in the sense of Definition 5.3.

Proof. We assume w.l.o.g. that χ = 1. Let m ∈ (mc, 2]. In this case, the existence of steady
states of mass M is given in [17, Theorem 5] by means of minimization of the free energy
functional F , see Lemma 5.1. We put as always p = 1

m−1 , so that 1 ≤ p < N
N−2s . Assume that

ρ1, ρ2 are two radial steady states of mass M , with respective Lagrange multipliers K1,K2.
Let ui = (−∆)−sρi. By Proposition 5.4, ui is the ground state to (5.8) with K = Ki. We
observe that the function

v(x) := K2
K1
u1

((
K2
K1

)(p−1)/(2s)
x

)
is a ground state to (5.8) with Lagrange multiplier K2, thus by Theorem 1.1 we have u2 ≡ v,
implying

lim
|x|→+∞

u2(|x|)
|x|2s−N

=

(
K2

K1

)N−p(N−2s)
2s

lim
|x|→+∞

u1(|x|)
|x|2s−N

.

But (2.16) shows that the two limits appearing in the above expression are equal to M , thus
K1 = K2. We conclude that u1 ≡ u2, hence ρ1 ≡ ρ2. �

Remark 5.14. In the diffusion-dominated regime, uniqueness of radial steady states of given
mass holds true also for m > 2, as a consequence of the result in [14]. Indeed, given a radial
steady state ρ of mass M , from (5.7) we deduce the a.e. identity ∇(ρm) = χρ∇(−∆)−sρ. It
is shown in [14] that there is only one radially decreasing solution with mass M to the latter
equation. In particular, it is the unique minimizer of functional (1.6) over YM . Moreover, in
this way we also deduce the validity of the uniqueness result of Theorem 1.1 for 0 < p < 1.
Indeed, thanks to the correspondence between (5.7) and (5.8), by the usual scaling argument
of Proposition 5.13 we infer that two solutions to (5.8) necessarily coincide.

Proposition 5.15 (Fair competition regime). Let m = mc. There is a critical mass Mc > 0
such that all the existing radial steady states to (1.4) according to Definition 5.3 have mass Mc.
Moreover, they are minimizers of the free energy functional F over YMc, they are infinitely
many and all of them are dilations of each other.
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Proof. We assume w.l.o.g. that χ = 1. By invoking [12, Proposition 3.4] there exists a critical
mass Mc > 0 and a radially decreasing minimizer ρ̄ ∈ L∞(RN ) of F over YMc that satisfies
(5.7) for a suitable Lagrange multiplier K̄ > 0, and moreover F(ρ̄) = 0. It is easily seen, since
m = mc and F(ρ̄) = 0, that for any λ > 0 the dilation ρ̄λ(x) := λN ρ̄(λx) is still of mass Mc,
it satisfies F(ρ̄λ) = 0 and it is a radial steady state, satisfying in particular

ρ(x)m−1 =
m− 1

m

(
χ(−∆)−sρ(x)− λN−2sK̄

)
+
, for a.e.x ∈ RN .

We have therefore a one-parameter family of radial steady states {ρ̄λ}λ>0, each having mass
Mc and each being a minimizer of F over YMC

. Moreover, letting ūλ := (−∆)−sρ̄λ, Proposition
5.4 implies that uλ is a ground state to (−∆)sūλ = ap(ūλ − λN−2sK̄)p+ with p = 1

mc−1 and
ap = (p+ 1)−p.

Suppose now that ρ is a radial steady state with Lagrange multiplier K. By Proposition 5.4,
u := (−∆)−sρ is a ground state to (−∆)su = ap(u−K)p+. By Theorem 1.1, we conclude that
u = ūλ∗ where λ∗ := (K/K̄)1/(N−2s). Thus ρ = ρ̄λ∗ and ρ belongs to the above one-parameter
family of radial steady states. �

Proposition 5.16 (Subcritical aggregation dominated regime). Let m ∈ (2N/(N + 2s),mc).
For any mass M > 0 there exists a unique radial steady state of mass M to (1.4) (in the sense
of Definition 5.3).

Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that χ = 1. The proof of the uniqueness is the same as the proof of
Proposition 5.13, thus we briefly focus on the existence part. Set p = 1/(m− 1) and let u1 be
a ground state to (5.8) with the choice K = 1 of the constant therein, given by Proposition
2.8. Then u1,λ(x) := λu1(λ

p−1
2s x) solves

(−∆)su1,λ =
(
m−1
m

)p
(u1,λ − λ)p+.

If we set ρ := (−∆)su1,λ, the choice

λ =

(
M

M1

) 2s
2sp−N(p−1)

where
M1 = ‖(−∆)su1‖L1(RN )

ensures that
∫
RN ρ = M. By Proposition 5.5, ρ is a radial steady state with mass M . �

Proposition 5.17 (Critical and supercritical regimes). Let 1 < m ≤ 2N
N+2s . Then there exists

a unique radial steady state ρ (in the sense of Definition 5.3) such that ρ(0) = 1. The family
of functions {ρλ}λ>0, where

(5.11) ρλ(x) := λ
1

m−1 ρ

(
λ

2−m
2s(m−1)x

)
,

is the set of all radial steady states.

Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that χ = 1. Let m < 2N
N+2s . The existence of a unique ground state

u for the equation (−∆)su = apu
p, where ap = (p + 1)−p, such that u(0) = 1, is guaranteed

by Theorem 1.2. Then, by Proposition 5.6, ρ := apu
p is a radial steady state for m = p+1

p ,
with ρ(0) = ap. Proposition 5.4 entails uniqueness of such radial steady state ρ: indeed, if we
are given another radial steady state ρ̄ with central density ap, by Proposition 5.4 its Riesz
potential ū is a ground state to (5.8), and Proposition 4.7 implies K = 0, hence ū(0) = 1 and
Theorem 1.2 implies ū = u, thus ρ̄ = ρ. Eventually, it is clear that uλ(x) := λu(λ(p−1)/(2s)x)
satisfies (−∆)suλ = apu

p
λ and uλ(0) = λ, for any λ > 0. By the same reasoning, given λ > 0,

ρλ = apu
p
λ is the unique steady state whose value at x = 0 is apλp. Eventually, for the case
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m = 2N
N+2s , we can use Remark 4.6 and the result by Proposition 4.1 to check that all the

steady states are of the form (5.11), where the steady state of unit central density has the
explicit form

ρ = c(N, s)
2(N+2s)
N−2s

1

(c(N, s)
4

N−2s + |x|2)
N+2s

2

being c(N, s) the explicit constant appearing in Proposition 4.1. �

6. Mass scaling properties

Let m > mc := 2 − 2s/N . For M > 0, we next denote by ρM the unique minimizer of F
over YM , by FM the minimal value, and by KM the associated Lagrange multiplier obtained
from (5.5). We also let uM := cN,s| · |2s−N ∗ ρM . This section is devoted to the behavior of
these quantities as functions of the mass M . We stress that uniqueness of minimizers is a
consequence of Proposition 5.13 if m ∈ (mc, 2], but it also known for m > 2, see Remark 5.14.
Since the results in this section are only based on uniqueness of minimizers, they hold for any
m > mc.

Lemma 6.1 (Basic estimates). Let M > 0. Let ρM be a minimizer of F over YM . Then

(6.1) ‖ρM‖mm ≤ Qχ,s,m,N M
(m−2)N+2sm
(m−2)N+2s ,

(6.2) Q̃χ,s,m,N M
(m−2)N+2sm
(m−2)N+2s ≤ −F(ρM ) ≤ ˜̃Qχ,s,m,N M

(m−2)N+2sm
(m−2)N+2s

where Qχ,s,m,N , Q̃χ,s,N,m and ˜̃Qχ,s,m,N are positive constants depending only on χ, s,m,N .

Proof. By the standard Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality [34, Theorem 4.3] and interpo-
lation of Lp norms, there exists a constant C∗s,N,m such that∫

RN

∫
RN
|x− y|2s−NρM (x)ρM (y) dx dy ≤ C∗s,N,mM2s/N ‖ρM‖mcmc .

By (5.3), by the above inequality and by interpolation of Lp norms again we have∫
Rd
ρmM =

χ(N − 2s)

2N

∫
RN

∫
RN

cN,s|x− y|2s−NρM (x)ρM (y) dx dy

≤ χ(N − 2s)

2N
C∗s,N,m cN,sM

2s/N‖ρM‖mcmc ≤ Qχ,s,N,mM
2s/N+(1−θ)mc

(∫
RN

ρmM

) θmc
m

,

where Qχ,s,N,m = χ(N−2s)
2N C∗s,N,mcN,s and θ = m(mc−1)

mc(m−1) ∈ (0, 1). Since mc = 2 − 2s/N , (6.1)
follows. By taking into account (1.6) and (5.3), the second estimate in (6.2) follows as well.

In order to prove the first estimate of (6.2), we look for optimal states among characteristic
functions ρ̄M = M

ωNRN
1BR with given total mass M , where ωN = πN/2/Γ(1 + N/2) is the

volume of the unit ball in RN . We have

1

m− 1

∫
RN

ρm =
Mmω1−m

N

m− 1
R(1−m)N .

Denoting by Jν the Bessel function of the first kind of order ν ≥ −1/2, from the following
formula for the Fourier transform of a radially symmetric function F (x) = f(|x|),∫

RN
F (x)eix·ξdx = (2π)N/2|ξ|(2−N)/2

∫ ∞
0

f(η)J(N−2)/2(η|ξ|)ηN/2dη,
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letting λ = M
ωNRN

we get∫
RN

ρ̄M (x)eiξ·xdx = λ(2π)N/2|ξ|(2−N)/2

∫ R

0
J(N−2)/2(η|ξ|)ηN/2dη

= λ(2π)N/2|ξ|−N
∫ |ξ|R

0
J(N−2)/2(η)ηN/2dη

= λ(2π)N/2RN/2|ξ|−N/2JN/2(|ξ|R),

using the fact that
∫
zν+1Jν(z) = zν+1Jν+1(z). Therefore, by Plancherel theorem we compute

1

2

∫
RN

∫
RN

cN,s|x− y|2s−Nρ(x)ρ(y) dx dy =
1

2

∫
RN

ρ̄M (−∆)−sρ̄M

=
1

2(2π)N

∫
RN

∣∣ ˆ̄ρM (ξ)
∣∣2 |ξ|−2sdξ =

1

2
λ2RN

∫
RN
|ξ|−2s−N ∣∣JN/2(|ξ|R)

∣∣2dξ
=

1

2
λ2RN N ωN

∫ ∞
0

η−2s−1
∣∣JN/2(ηR)

∣∣2dη =
1

2
λ2RN+2sN ωN

∫ ∞
0

η−2s−1
∣∣JN/2(η)

∣∣2dη
=

1

4
√
π
λ2RN+2sN ωN

Γ(s+ 1
2)Γ(N2 − s)

Γ(s+ 1)Γ(N2 + s+ 1)
=

N M2Γ(s+ 1
2)Γ(N2 − s)

4
√
πωNΓ(s+ 1)Γ(N2 + s+ 1)

R2s−N .

Hence,

F(ρ̄M ) =
Mmω1−m

N

m− 1
R(1−m)N −

χN M2Γ(s+ 1
2)Γ(N2 − s)

4
√
πωNΓ(s+ 1)Γ(N2 + s+ 1)

R2s−N

and the optimization of F(ρ̄M ) with respect to R ∈ (0,+∞) entails the unique solution

R = R̄M :=

[
2
√
π ω2−m

N Γ(s+ 1)Γ(N2 + s+ 1)

χΓ(s+ 1
2)Γ(N2 − s+ 1)

Mm−2

] 1
2s+(m−2)N

.

A computation shows that the corresponding minimal value is

(2−m)N − 2s

(m− 1)(N − 2s)

(
2
√
π Γ(s+ 1)Γ(N2 + s+ 1)

χΓ(s+ 1
2)Γ(N2 − s+ 1)

) (1−m)N
(m−2)N+2s

ω
2s(1−m)

(m−2)N+2s

N M
(m−2)N+2sm
(m−2)N+2s ,

which is negative since m > mc. The first estimate in (6.2) is proven. �

Lemma 6.2 (Monotonicity). The mapping M 7→ −FM/M is strictly increasing on (0,+∞)
with limM→0+ −FM/M = 0 and limM→+∞FM/M = +∞. The same properties hold for the
map M 7→ KM .

Proof. Let M > 0 and δ > 1. We have δρM ∈ YδM . Let us compute with (1.6) and (5.3)

F(δρM ) =
δm − δ2

m− 1

∫
RN

ρmM +
δ2

m− 1

∫
RN

ρmM −
χδ2

2

∫
RN

∫
RN

cN,s|x− y|2s−NρM (x)ρM (y) dx dy

=
(δm − δ2)(N − 2s)

(2−m)N − 2s
F(ρM ) + δ2F(ρM ).

Therefore,

F(δρM )− δF(ρM ) =

(
(δm − δ2)(N − 2s)

(2−m)N − 2s
+ δ2 − δ

)
F(ρM ).

Taking into account that F(ρM ) < 0 as seen in Lemma 6.1, the above right hand side is
negative if and only if

(6.3)
N − 2s

(m− 2)N + 2s

δ2(δm−2 − 1)

δ2 − δ
< 1.
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The latter holds true for any δ > 1 in casem ≤ 2. Ifm > 2, notice that limδ→1+
δm−2−1
δ−1 = m−2

so that the left hand side in (6.3) goes to (m−2)(N−2s)
(m−2)N+2s which is smaller than 1 (since m > 2).

This implies the existence of δ0 > 1 (only depending on m,N, s) such that (6.3) holds true for
any δ ∈ (1, δ0). Hence, we deduce that F(δρM ) < δF(ρM ) for any δ ∈ (1, δ0).

Thanks to the minimality of ρδM over YδM we conclude that for any M > 0 and δ ∈ (1, δ0)
there holds

F(ρδM )

δM
≤ F(δρM )

δM
<
F(ρM )

M
,

implying that the map (0,+∞) 3M 7→ F(ρM )/M is strictly decreasing. The limit values at 0

and +∞ are deduced from Lemma 6.1 since (m−2)N+2sm
(m−2)N+2s > 1. On the other hand, from (5.5)

we deduce the same properties for the mapping (0,+∞) 3M 7→ KM . �

The next theorem improves the above result by showing that the mappings M 7→ −FM/M ,
M 7→ KM , M 7→ ρM (0) and M 7→ uM (0) are increasing diffeomorphisms of (0,+∞) onto
itself. Moreover, we show how the radius of the support of ρM varies with M .

Theorem 6.3. There hold
(6.4)

ρM (x) = M
2s

(m−2)N+2s ρ1

(
M

2−m
(m−2)N+2sx

)
, uM (x) := M

2s(m−1)
(m−2)N+2s u1

(
M

2−m
(m−2)N+2sx

)
, x ∈ RN .

Moreover,

(6.5) KM := M
2s(m−1)

(m−2)N+2s K1, FM = M
2s(m−1)

(m−2)N+2s F1,

and denoting by RM the radius of the support of ρM , we have

(6.6) RM = u−1
M (KM ) = M

m−2
(m−2)N+2s u−1

1 (K1).

In particular, the mapping M 7→ RM is increasing if m > 2, decreasing if m < 2 and constant
if m = 2. Eventually, if Mn converge to M > 0 as n → +∞, we have ρMn → ρM and
uMn → uM uniformly on RN .

Proof. Letting u1 := cN,s| · |2s−N ∗ ρ1, by Theorem 1.1 u1 is the unique ground state for

(−∆)su1 = am (χu1 −K1)
1

m−1
+ , am :=

(
m− 1

m

) 1
m−1

.

For λ > 0, the usual scaling

(6.7) u1,λ(x) := λu1

(
λ

2−m
2s(m−1)x

)
, x ∈ RN ,

produces a solution to the same equation with different Lagrange multiplier, i.e,

(6.8) (−∆)su1,λ = am (χu1,λ − λK1)
1

m−1
+ .

Letting ρ1,λ := (−∆)su1,λ we obtain therefore

(6.9) ρ1,λ(x) = λ
1

m−1 ρ1

(
λ

2−m
2s(m−1)x

)
, x ∈ RN .

The mass of ρ1,λ is computed by a change of variables and it is∫
RN

ρ1,λ = λ
1

m−1

∫
RN

ρ1

(
λ

2−m
2s(m−1)x

)
dx = λ

(m−2)N+2s
2s(m−1) .

Notice that the latter exponent is positive since m > mc. For any M > 0, we define λM :=

M
2s(m−1)

(m−2)N+2s so that ρ1,λM ∈ YM . We see from (6.8) that u1,λM solves

(6.10) (−∆)su = am (χu−KM )
1

m−1
+ ,
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where KM := λMK1. In particular, by the uniqueness result of Theorem 1.1, u1,λM is the
unique ground state for such equation. Hence, ρ1,λM coincides with the unique minimizer
ρM of F over YM , the corresponding Lagrange multiplier is KM , and u1,λM ≡ uM . (6.4) is
therefore obtained from (6.9) and (6.7). Notice that KM = λMK1 is the first relation in (6.5),
while the second one follows from (5.5). Eventually, since um is radially (strictly) decreasing
and since it solves (6.10) we deduce uM (RM ) = KM and (6.6) follows from KM = λMK1. The
last statement is a direct consequence of (6.4), since ρ1 and u1 are continuous and vanishing
at infinity. �

7. Numerical approximation of the fractional plasma equation

We denote by ū the unique ground state in Ḣs(RN ) to (−∆)su = (u−1)p+, which is provided
by Theorem 1.1 for p ≥ 1. Some relevant quantities associated to ū are

• the fractional Laplacian ρ̄ := (−∆)su = (ū− 1)p+, defined on RN ,
• the mass M̄ of ρ̄, i.e., M̄ :=

∫
RN ρ,

• the radius R̄ of the support of ρ̄, i.e., R̄ := sup{|x| : ρ̄(x) > 0},
• the central density ū(0) = ‖ū‖L∞(RN ) > 1,
• the oscillation of ū inside BR̄, i.e., ū(0)− ū(Rx/|x|) = ū(0)− 1.

Let us now consider the following two-parameter family {uC,δ}C>0, δ>0 of functions

uC,δ(x) := C ū(δx), x ∈ RN .

We immediately obtain, by using Theorem 1.1, that uC,δ is the unique ground state in Ḣs(Rn)
to

(7.1) (−∆)su = a (u− C)p+, where a = C1−p δ2s.

This shows that the family {uC,δ} can be equivalently parameterized by the couple of positive
numbers (C, a) or, in case p > 1, by the couple (δ, a). After having defined

ρC,δ(x) := (−∆)suC,δ(x) = Cδ2sρ̄(δx), x ∈ RN ,
we can reason as done in Theorem 6.3 and identify an element of the family {uC,δ} by pre-
scribing the mass of ρC,δ along with δ or C, since a direct computation shows that

MC,δ :=

∫
RN

ρC,δ(x) dx = Cδ2s−NM̄.

More generally, denoting by RC,δ the radius of the support of ρC,δ, we have the following
relations

(7.2) RC,δ =
R̄

δ
, uC,δ(RC,δ) = C,

uC,δ(0) = Cū(0), uC,δ(0)− uC,δ(RC,δ) = C (ū(0)− 1).

This shows that it is possible to uniquely identify any element of the family {uC,δ} by pre-
scribing, for instance, the radius of the support and either the parameter a appearing in (7.1)
or the oscillation inside the support. The latter choice will be useful in the numerical approx-
imations of our interest in this section; indeed, it is more convenient to work with numerical
solutions whose fractional Laplacian is supported in the unit ball, and whose oscillation inside
the unit ball is prescribed, while continuously depending on the rest of the parameters. We
note moreover that in the family {uC,δ} each of the following quantities uniquely identifies the
other two: the oscillation inside the support, the central density, the Lagrange multiplier C.
In the special case p = 1, we see from (7.1) and (7.2) that the value of a uniquely identifies the
radius of the support. In particular if a is given, the radius of the support does not depend
on the mass, a property that we have already obtained in Theorem 6.3.
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Now, solutions to (−∆)suC,δ = a(uC,δ−C)p+ will be approximated numerically with the nor-
malisation RC,δ = 1 and uC,δ(0)−uC,δ(RC,δ) = 1. The key formula is the following expressions
(see Appendix A for the derivation) for the Riesz potential of the weight Jacobi polynomial
(1− |x|2)−sP (−s,N/2−1)

n (2|x|2 − 1), that is,{
λnP

(−s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1), |x| < 1,

λnµn|x|−d−2s−2n
2F1

(
1− s+ n, N2 + n− s; 1 + 2n+ N

2 − s; |x|
−2
)
, |x| > 1,

(7.3)

where

λn =
2−2sΓ(1 + n− s)Γ(N/2− s+ n)

n!Γ(N/2 + n)
and µn =

sin sπ

π
B

(
1 + n− s, N

2
+ n

)
,

with the Beta function B(p, q) = Γ(p)Γ(q)/Γ(p+ q). Since ρC,δ = (−∆)suC,δ is assumed to be
supported on the unit ball, ρC,δ can be expanded in terms of the series

ρC,δ(x) = (1− |x|2)−s
∞∑
n=0

cnP
(−s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1)

on the unit ball with some unknown coefficients {cn}∞n=0, then from (7.3), the solution uC,δ on
the unit ball can be expressed as

(7.4) uC,δ(x) = (−∆)−sρC,δ(x) =

∞∑
n=0

λncnP
(−s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1).

Therefore the governing equation (−∆)suC,δ = a(uC,δ − C)p+ becomes

(7.5) (1− |x|2)−s
∞∑
n=0

cnP
(−s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1) =

a

( ∞∑
n=0

λncn

(
P (−s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1)− P (−s,N/2−1)

n (1)
))p

,

where the relation C = uC,δ(x)||x|=1 =
∑∞

n=0 λncnP
(−s,N/2−1)
n (1) is applied. Using the orthog-

onality condition for Jacobi polynomials∫
{|x|≤1}

(1− |x|2)−sP (−s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1)P

(−s,N/2−1)
k (2|x|2 − 1) dx = 0, n 6= k,

Equation (7.5) can be further reduced (with the change of variable t = 2|x|2 − 1) to a system
of algebraic equations for the coefficients {ck}, that is,

ck =
a

2sQk

∫ 1

−1
(1 + t)N/2−1

( ∞∑
n=0

λncn

(
P (−s,N/2−1)
n (t)− P (−s,N/2−1)

n (1)
))p

P
(−s,N/2−1)
k (t) dt,

for k = 0, 1, . . ., where Qk is the normalisation constant defined by

Qk =

∫ 1

−1
(1− t)−s(1 + t)N/2−1

[
P

(−s,N/2−1)
k (t)

]2
dt =

2N/2−s

2k +N/2− s
Γ(k + 1− s)Γ(k +N/2)

k!Γ(k +N/2− s)
.

In practice, the series is truncated with finite number of coefficients c = (c0, c1, . . . , cK), leading
to a system of K + 2 algebraic equations for the variables c̃ = (c, a) = (c0, c1, . . . , cK , a): the
first K + 1 equations take the form ck = Fk(c̃) with Fk(c̃) defined as

a

2sQk

∫ 1

−1
(1 + t)N/2−1

(
K∑
n=0

λncn

(
P (−s,N/2−1)
n (t)− P (−s,N/2−1)

n (1)
))p

P
(−s,N/2−1)
k (t) dt,
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for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K, and the last equation is given by the normalisation 1 = uC,δ(0)−uC,δ(RC,δ),
i.e.,

(7.6) 1 =

K∑
n=0

λncn

(
P (−s,N/2−1)
n (−1)− P (−s,N/2−1)

n (1)
)
.

This system of K + 2 equation is denoted as G(c̃) = 0.
For p = 1, the system of algebraic equation can be treated as an eigenvalue problem, where

a plays the role of an eigenvalue and the entries of the associated eigenvectors are exactly
the expansion coefficients c = (c0, c1, · · · , cK). Therefore, the solution can be obtained by
standard numerical linear algebra packages. For p ∈ (0, 1), the coefficients can be obtained
using the fixed point iteration c(m+1) = F(cm, a(m)) by taking the first K + 1 equations in
G(c̃) = 0, and a(m+1) is chosen such that the normalisation in Eq. (7.6) is satisfied. This fixed
point iteration converges for a wide range of initial conditions, for instance with ck = 0 for
all k except that c1 > 0. The numerical solutions in one dimension with p = 0.5 and various
values of s are shown in Figure 1, together with its fractional Laplacian ρ. For fixed s = 1/2,
the numerical solutions for different values of p in two dimension are shown in Figure 2, where
ρ is converging to a characteristic function.
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Figure 1. The solution u (left) and its fractional Laplacian ρ (right) for p =
0.5 and different s in one dimension.

However, for the case p > 1 of our interest, the above fixed point iteration does not seem
to converge, and Newton’s method for nonlinear equations is applied, i.e.,

c̃(m+1) = c̃(m) −
(
∂G(c̃(m))

)−1
G(c̃(m)),

where ∂G(c̃(m)) is the Jacobian matrix of G(c̃). Since a good initial guess is essential for
the convergence of the Newton’s method, the solution at any p > 1 is continued from the
case p = 1: the numerical solution is computed first for p = 1, and then the exponents p is
increased by a small amount, until the desired exponent is reached. Numerical experiments
indicate that the algorithm always converges with an increment of ∆p = 0.1. The radial
solutions in dimension two for p = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6 (with s = 0.5) is shown in Figure 3.

However, as the values of p approach its upper limit (N + 2s)/(N − 2s), the solution u
becomes more concentrated near the origin, and the coefficients cn in (7.4) decays slower and
slower, as shown in Figure 4 in dimension two for different exponents p with s = 1/2. As a
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Figure 2. The solution u (left) and its fractional Laplacian ρ (right) for dif-
ferent p not larger than 1 in two dimensions with s = 0.5.
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Figure 3. The radial solution u (left) and its fractional Laplacian ρ (right) in
dimension two for p = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and 1.8, with s = 0.5.

result, the number of coefficients K has to be larger and larger in order to resolve the solution
faithfully, otherwise artificial oscillation could appear as for the case p = 1.8 in Figure 3, with
the slow decay of the coefficients as the exponent p increases shown in Figure 4.

Appendix A. Riesz potential of the weighted Jacobi polynomials

Here we give a brief derivation of the expressions in (7.3) about the Riesz potential of the
weighted Jacobi polynomials (1 − |x|2)−sP (−s,N/2−1)

n (2|x|2 − 1) restricted on the unit ball.
This relation can be established essentially by reversing the sign of s as for the fractional
Laplacian of (1 − |x|2)sP

(s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1) in [24, Theorem 3], so that the Riesz potential

can be represented as the inverse Mellin transform

(A.1)
(−1)n2−2sΓ(1 + n− s)

n!

1

2πi

∫
C

Γ(τ)Γ(N2 − s+ n− τ)

Γ(N2 − τ)Γ(1 + n+ τ)
|x|−2τdτ,
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Figure 4. The decay of the coefficients cn of ρ for p = 1, p = 1.5 and p = 2.0
respectively, for s = 0.5 in dimension two.

where C is a contour from σ− i∞ to σ+ i∞ with 0 < σ < N/2−s+n. If |x| < 1, the contour
integral is reduced to the sum of residues around the poles of Γ(τ), leading to

(−1)n2−2sΓ(1 + n− s)
n!

n∑
k=0

(−1)k

k!

Γ(N/2− s+ n+ k)

Γ(N/2 + k)Γ(1 + n− k)
|x|2k

= λn(−1)n
Γ(N/2 + n)

n!Γ(N/2)
2F1(−n,N/2 + n− s;N/2; |x|2) = λnP

(−s,N/2−1)
n (2|x|2 − 1)

using the equivalent definition P (a,b)
n (z) = (−1)n Γ(1+b+n)

n!Γ(1+b) 2F1(−n, 1+a+b+n; 1+b; (1+z)/2)

for Jacobi polynomials. For |x| > 1, the contour integral (A.1) is evaluated by summing the
residues around the poles of Γ(N2 − s+ n− τ), leading to

(−1)n2−2sΓ(1 + n− s)
n!

∞∑
k=0

(−1)k

k!

Γ(N/2 + n+ k − s)
Γ(s− n− k)Γ(N/2 + 2n+ 1− s+ k)

|x|−N−2n−2k+2s

=
2−2sΓ(1 + n− s) sinπs

n!π
|x|−N−2n+2s

∞∑
k=0

Γ(N/2 + n+ k − s)Γ(1 + n− s+ k)

Γ(N/2 + 2n+ 1− s+ k)k!
|x|−2k

= λnµn|x|−N−2n+2s
2F1

(
1− s+ n,

N

2
+ n− s; 1 + 2n+

N

2
− s; |x|−2

)
.
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